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0Abstract

Investigations on the distance measurement capabilities of a number of Bluetooth

devices revealed that in many cases only a very rough estimation of the measured dis-

tance could be made. Often it could only be differentiated whether a measured dis-

tance is short or long. This however leads to quantized distances that have then to be

used for the positioning of network devices in an ad-hoc network. Based on simula-

tions, it could be shown that, preconditioned a good network topology, this quantiza-

tion has a similar effect to the precision of the positioning as an average error-prone

continuous distance measurement. But instead the simulated results reveal a major

influence of the network topology to the precision of positioning. The simulations

show that especially the arrangement of neighbouring network nodes on a straight line

lead to enormous positioning errors. But also a bad distribution of the neighbouring

network nodes influences the positioning precision in a negative way.
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1Introduction

The ongoing developments in a vast number of research areas lead to electronic

devices that are ever-decreasing in size and cost. The small size and low cost of these

devices open new fields of applications and build the basis for the vision of pervasive

computing. For the communication among these devices, the paradigm of mobile ad-

hoc networks emerged.

For many interesting applications of mobile ad-hoc networks, positioning ser-

vices play an important role. This is not only true for the often discussed location-

based services, but also for many other applications where the position information of

the electronic device is needed, as it is for example the case in sensor-networks.

1.1 Aim of this Thesis

Due to the criterias of low price and low energy consumption for most electronic
devices in mobile ad-hoc networks, the usage of existing positioning technologies is
often not feasible. Especially the wide-spread use of GPS in every device is not desira-
ble. This is not only due to the relatively high costs, but also because GPS does not
offer the possibility of indoor positioning.

Because of this, new positioning technologies which are based on collaboration

between neighboring network nodes are becoming increasingly interesting. Most of

these new positioning technologies are based on triangulation and require therefore

distance-measurements to neighboring network nodes. However, again due to the cri-

terias of low price and low energy consumption, the distance-measurement abilities of

the electronic devices in mobile ad-hoc networks are often very limited.

In his semester thesis [22], S. Tschumi experimentally investigated the distance-

measurement abilities of network devices that use Bluetooth’s RSSI, to estimate the

distance to other Bluetooth enabled devices. Since the RSSI is part of the Bluetooth

core technology and is therefore available in every Bluetooth enabled device without

requiring any additional elements, it would be interesting to make use of it for dis-
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tance measurements. In figure 1-1 a characteristic behavior of the RSSI distance mea-

surement as it was found by S. Tschumi is shown.

Apparently, the output of the RSSI does not deliver a good prediction of the dis-
tance between two network nodes. Instead, only a quantized statement on the dis-
tances can be made. This however completely conforms to the Bluetooth Core
Specification [3], where on page 717 is written:

“The only requirements for the hardware are that the Bluetooth device is able to
tell whether the RSSI is inside, above or below the Golden Device Power Range.”

Based on these results found by S. Tschumi and results of earlier measurements

conducted by J. Beutel, the question came up, what the effects of quantized distance-

measurements, as they are for example received by Bluetooth’s RSSI, would be to the

precision of positioning services in mobile ad-hoc networks.

This thesis investigates the effects of these quantized distance values on the preci-

sion of positioning in mobile ad-hoc networks. The effects are first investigated on a

single isolated network node. Afterwards the same investigations are extended to a

complete network and the results are compared to the results obtained from the iso-

Fig. 1-1:
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lated network node. The positioning precision is analyzed in dependence to the num-

ber of quantization steps, the number of neighboring network nodes and the error rate

of the distance measurement before quantization. Additionally some investigations

were made on the effect of the network geometry to the positioning precision.

1.2 How to read this Thesis

For the simulations described in Chapter 4 of this report, a completely new simulation

framework for mobile ad-hoc networks was developed. It is because of this, that this

report can be divided into two independent parts. The first part describes the con-

ducted research on the positioning with quantized distance-measurements and is com-

posed of Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The second part describes the

developed simulation framework for mobile ad-hoc networks and is composed of

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

• Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the background of mobile ad-hoc networks

and triangulation-based positioning. This chapter is aimed mainly to people that

are not yet familiar to the above-mentioned technologies.

• Chapter 3 contains and discusses the results of the simulated positioning with

quantized distance-measurements in an isolated network node.

• Chapter 4 contains and discusses the results of the simulated positioning with

quantized distance-measurements extended to a complete mobile ad-hoc net-

work.

• Chapter 5 describes the design and implementation of the new developed simula-

tion framework for mobile ad-hoc networks.

• Chapter 6 contains a developer’s guide on how to use and extend the new simula-

tion framework.

1.3 Abbreviations used in this Thesis

Abbreviations used in this report are collected in table 1-1.
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Table 1-1: List of abbreviations used in this thesis.

API Application Programming Interface

DTD Doctype Definition

FIR Finite Impulse Response

GPS Global Positioning Service

GUI Graphical User Interface

J2SDK Java 2 Software Development Kit

LAN Local Area Network

MANET Mobile Ad-Hoc Network

MIF Maker Interchange Format

RSSI Receiver Signal Strength Indicator

TERRAIN Triangulation via Extended Range and Redundant Association of Intermedi-

ate Nodes

WLAN Wireless Local Area Network

XML eXtensible Markup Language
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2Technologies

2.1 Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks

For the last couple of years, wireless networks have been becoming increasingly popu-
lar. Some of the main reasons for their success are the mobility they offer to the devices
in the network as well as the reduction in demand on hard-wired infrastructure. To
implement wireless networks there are currently two different network types in use.

The first type is know as infrastructured network. In an infrastructured network,
the different network elements can be divided into two groups. The first group of usu-
ally hard-wired fixed devices build the network infrastructure while the second group
of mobile wireless devices use this infrastructure. The network infrastructure offers
gateways over which the mobile wireless devices can access the network and communi-
cate with each other, but no direct communication between mobile wireless devices is
intended in this type of network. The architecture of an infrastructured network is
very close to the typical architecture of Local Area Networks (LAN) and also because
of this, typical applications of this type of wireless networks are Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLAN).

The second network type used to implement wireless networks is known as ad-
hoc network. For ad-hoc networks, no infrastructure is needed. Instead the networks
can be build spontaneously when a number of devices capable of ad-hoc networking
meet each other. The devices themselves provide the needed infrastructure, usually
with a number of distributed services. Since no centralized services are available, ad-
hoc networks require completely new networking technologies. 

Also mixtures of the two types of networks are useful for many applications. One
node in an ad-hoc network may for example be connected to a gateway of an infra-
structured network and may itself therefore offer a gateway service to all other nodes
in the ad-hoc network.
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2.2 Positioning in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks

Many interesting applications of mobile ad-hoc networks require a knowledge of the
geographical position of the nodes in a network. In current research of positioning in
ad-hoc networks, often sensor networks are used as a classic example of application.
But also many other fields of applications are conceivable and even basic services in
mobile ad-hoc networks require positioning services as for example certain types of
routing algorithms. A detailed discussion of possible fields of application can be found
in the diploma thesis of J. Beutel [2].

As already mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, GPS, the currently
worldwide available positioning service, is not desirable for wide spread use in mobile
ad-hoc networks. This is firstly due to the costs involved with it and secondly due to
the incapability of GPS to provide indoor positioning services.

Instead, another approach is taken to solve positioning problems in ad-hoc net-
works. The idea is to scatter a number of so-called anchors into ad-hoc networks.
These anchors are network nodes that know their own position, for example by using
GPS or by using traditional measuring. Based on these anchors, the other nodes in the
ad-hoc networks can estimate their own position, either absolutely or at least relatively
to the anchors. Most currently available positioning algorithms for ad-hoc networks
use classical triangulation to calculate the position of a network node based on neigh-

Fig. 2-1: Different types of wireless networks. (Taken from [16])
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boring network nodes [19], [4] and [5], but also one approach is known so far which
does not make use of triangulation [18].

For the example of sensor networks, the consequences of such a positioning
behavior in mobile ad-hoc networks would for example allow to scatter a large num-
ber of relatively cheap sensor devices on an area. Additionally, a relatively small num-
ber of more expensive network nodes with built-in GPS would be scattered among the
cheaper sensor devices. These GPS enabled network nodes would take over the role of
anchors in the sensor network and the cheap network nodes could estimate their own
position in collaboration with these anchors, until finally all sensor devices know their
geographical position.

2.3 Quantized Distance Measurement

When talking from quantized distance measurements, the use of distance measure-
ment devices with quantized output values is meant. One could for example imagine
the usage of a comparator that simply measures whether the measured signal is above
or below a certain threshold. This would correspond to a measurement device with
two quantization intervals, one below and one above the used threshold. More quanti-
zation intervals could be introduced for example by parallely using a number of com-
parators with different threshold values. 

Additionally an extra output value is always needed to tell whether a measure-
ment signal is available at all. Like this, even a quantization with only one step could
be imagined. The single quantization step would simply express the existence of a
measurement signal and the knowledge obtained from this would be that the mea-
sured distance is inside the measurement range.
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3Effects of Distance-Quantization
to the Positioning of a Single Network Node

This chapter contains the simulations that were made to investigate the effects of
quantized distance measurements to the precision of positioning of a single isolated
network node. 

The presented results show the effect of varying the number of quantization steps
and the number of anchors to the precision of positioning. Triggered by the presented
results, some further investigations were made on the effect of the network geometry
to the precision of positioning. These results are also presented in this chapter.

3.1 Simulation Methods

All simulations of the single network node are made and analysed using Matlab® 6.

3.1.1 Overview

The simulation takes place in a 2-dimensional Cartesian system of coordinates. In this
system of coordinates there are a number of network nodes that know their real posi-
tion and one network node which does not know its position. This network node,
which is the one we are simulating, wants to estimate its own position, based on the
positions of the other network nodes. 

To calculate its own position, the simulated node first measures the distance to all
other nodes in the system. The measurement-error present in a real environment is
simulated by adding an error to the correct distances between the simulated node and
the anchors. Afterwards these flawed measured distances are quantized and are then
used in a triangulation to calculate the position of the simulated node.
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3.1.2 Basic Simulation Setup

Network Nodes

The simulated system contains one network node which does not know its position
and n network nodes which do know their position. These n nodes which do know
their position are so-called anchors in the network.

The communication range of all nodes in the simulated system is normalized to
be 1. All anchors in the system are inside the communication range of the simulated
node.

Geometry

The network node to simulate is set to the origin of the system of coordinates and is
surrounded by the anchors. The surrounding anchors are all placed inside a defined
area which is in range of the simulated network node.

For the simulation, three types of areas are used: 

• Area I: in this area, all anchors are placed in a circle around the simulated node.

This configuration simulates the most common case of a node which is placed

in the inner part of a network.

• Area II: in this area, all anchors are placed in a semicircle on the right side of

the simulated node. This configuration simulates the case of a node which is

placed at a border of a network or which is reached by the moving front of a

propagating positioning algorithm.

• Area III: in this area, all anchors are place in a quarter circle on the right upper

side of the simulated node. This configuration simulates the case of a node

which is placed in an edge of a network or which is reached by the moving

edge of a propagating positioning algorithm.

Figure 3-1 shows these three types of areas.

Error

In a real environment a wide range of sources of errors flaw the distance measure-
ments. The types of sources of errors partially depend on the distance measurement
technique that is used and partially on the environment the measurement takes place
in. But also a wide range of other error sources may play a role, as for example possible
inaccuracies of the positions of anchors.

In the simulation, these errors are simulated by flawing all measured distances
with a simulated error value. However, a very simplified model of errors is used.
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The simulated errors are generated based on random numbers with a standard
gaussian distribution that are obtained by using Matlabs random number generator
for standard gaussian distributed numbers.

To calculate the simulated errors, these random numbers are multiplied with an
error rate and with the range of the simulated node. Finally, the so-obtained simulated
errors are added to the measured distances to receive the erroneous distances.

(1)

The error rate allows to control the mean of the absolute values of errors present
in the simulated system. However, it has to be noted that since the errors are generated
based on a standard gaussian distribution, errors of any size are possible for every error
rate bigger than zero.

As can be seen, the simulated error does not depend on the measured distance.
Thus a very short distance may have the same measurement error as a very long dis-
tance and with a big error, the erroneous distance may even become negative. In this
case the absolute value of the erroneous distance is taken.

Quantization

To apply quantization to the measured distances, the range of possible values for dis-
tances is divided into a number of equally sized quantization intervals. After applying
the quantization, all distance values inside the same quantization interval will receive
the same quantized distance value. To choose this quantized distance value inside the
quantization interval, a linear quantization was used for the simulation.

The linear quantization is a simple quantization scheme to use. It does not take into
consideration the 2-dimensional simulation setup. It instead assumes that all measured

Fig. 3-1: Types of areas used for the simulation of a single network node.

Area I Area II Area III

derr d randomNumber errorRate communicationRange××( )+=
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distances are distributed equally inside the quantization interval. The quantization
point inside this interval is chosen in a way, that the distance from the quantization
point to the upper border of the quantization interval stands in a defined ratio to the
distance from the lower border of the quantization interval to the quantization point. 

Equation (2) shows the formula used for the linear quantization scheme.

(2)

3.1.3 Studies of the Effect of Distance-Quantization

To study the effect of distance-quantization on the precision of positioning, several
data sets, each obtained from 1’000 iterations of the here presented procedure were
calculated. Every of these 1’000 iterations is composed of four nested loops.

The first loop iterates on the types of areas used for the geometry. Values for the
areas are the three types of areas I, II and III, presented in chapter .

The second loop iterates on the number of anchors in the simulated system. The
values for the number of anchors range from 3 to 10 anchors. The specified number of
anchors are placed randomly into the areas of the first loop, using an uniform distribu-
tion. This creates the topology of the network, which is used inside the next three
loops.

The third loop iterates on the error rate for the distance measurement of the
nodes in the simulated network. The values for the error rates range from 0 to 1 with
a step size of 0,05.

The fourth loop iterates on the quantization that is applied on the erroneous
measured distances in the simulated network. The first ten values of this loop iterate
on the number of quantization steps which ranges from 1 to 10 steps. Two additional
iterations are made without quantization, one with a limit set to the communication
range and one without a limit. For the limited measurements, the measured distances
are truncated to have a maximal value of the communication range of the node.

Inside the innermost loop, the QR decomposition is used to calculate the least
mean square error estimation for the position of the simulated node by triangulation.
This leads to an error vector from the origin of the system of coordinates to the calcu-
lated position. The length of this error vector is the error of the simulated position
estimation.

3.1.4 Studies on the Relation between Network Geometry and 

dq qñ
q

-------------- ratio=
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very big Positioning Errors

To study the relation of the network geometry and very big positioning errors, several
data sets consisting of the data of 10’000 iterations of the here presented procedure
were calculated and analysed. Every of these 10’000 iterations is composed of three
nested loops.

The three nested loops correspond exactly to the loops two, three and four of the
simulation procedure of the preceding simulation. In difference to the preceding sim-
ulation only areas of type I are used here and as quantization scheme only the linear
quantization is used, with a ratio of 1. 

Inside the third loop, after applying the linear quantization scheme, the QR
decomposition is used to calculate the least mean square error estimation for the posi-
tion of the simulated node by triangulation. This again leads to an error vector from
the origin of the system of coordinates to the calculated position. If the length of this
error vector, which corresponds to the positioning error, is bigger than a specified min-
imum error, the network geometry is saved for later analysis.

Several simulations were calculated with the minimum error set to the values 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 respectively. These number were chosen arbitrarily
and correspond to a positioning error in relation to the communication range from
100% up to 5’000%. These are definitively enormously high positioning errors, but as
the simulations showed, still an interesting number of simulated network geometries
lead to position estimations with even bigger errors than this.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 The Effect of Distance-Quantization

This chapter contains the results of the simulations to the effect of distance-quantiza-
tion. All results shown here are based on the same simulation data set, consisting of six
4-dimensional matrices, obtained from 1’000 iterations of the simulation process as it
is described in 3.1.3 . Different graphs were made from this data and were grouped to
show the different dependencies of the simulated quantities.

Usually, the graphs in this chapter are chosen with at least one of the simulated
quantities set to a fixed value, such that the observed characteristics are illustrated as
good as possible. For more complete results, appendix A contains most of the graphs
presented here with variation of the fixed values.
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Quantization

The following three figures illustrate the effect of quantization and limitation to the
calculated position error. 

Figure 3-2 gives a 3-dimensional overview of the simulated results. At low error
rates, the calculated position error increases with a decreasing number of quantization
steps. Some when however, this behavior is changing, such that for higher error rates,
the calculated position error increases with an increasing number of quantization

Fig. 3-2: The effect of the quantization to the calculated position error: The shown graph was sim-
ulated with an area of type I and with 4 anchors contained in this area. On the x-axis the error rate is
contained with values ranging from 0 to 1 and a step size of 0.5. On the y-axis the number of quantiza-
tion steps is contained with values ranging from 1 to 10 quantization steps. The last data row of the plot-
ted surface, located at position 11 on the y-axis contains the results of an infinitive number of
quantization steps. This corresponds the continuous measured distances with an upper limit set to the
maximal communication range of the simulated node. On the z-axis, the mean of the calculated position
error of the 1’000 simulated iterations, in relation to the maximum communication range of the simu-
lated node is shown. A position error value of 1 on the z-axis therefore denotes a case, where the distance
from the calculated position to the real position of the simulated node equals the communication range
of this node. The curve plotted on the xz-pane at the back shows the error rates obtained from calcula-
tions without any quantization or limitation.
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steps. Two more interesting observations are firstly that with one quantization step,
the calculated position error does not depend on the error rate and secondly that the
position error does not go to zero when a finite number of quantization steps are used,
even when the error rate is zero.

In figure 3-3, which shows 2-dimensional curves of cuts along the xz-pane of the
graph in figure 3-2, the above mentioned effects can be seen even more clear. For an
infinite number of quantization steps, the position error starts at zero if the error rate
is set to zero. Then however, the curve is increasing relatively fast and has the biggest
position errors for error rates bigger than 0.3. The curves with a finite number of
quantization steps do not start with a position error of zero if the error rate is set to
zero. Instead, with a decreasing number of quantization steps the curves start at bigger
position errors. Then, the curves are also increasing, but with a decreasing number of
quantization steps, the curves increase slower. Between an error rate of around 0.25
and 0.35, all the curves are crossing. Thus, for error rates below around 0.3, a bigger

Fig. 3-3: The effect of the quantization to the calculated position error: The shown graph contains
a number of 2-dimensional curves that represent cuts along the xz-pane of the graph shown in figure 3-2
at different values on the y-axis, representing different numbers of quantization steps. 
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number of quantization steps leads to a lower position error, while for error rates
above this value a lower number of quantization steps leads to a lower position error.

In figure 3-4 the effect of limitation can be seen very clearly. For every error rate
bigger than zero, the position error resulting from calculations with limited distance
values is smaller than the one resulting from calculations with unlimited distance val-
ues. The curve with the unlimited distance values can be fitted relatively good by a
straight line, while the steepness of the curve with the limited distance values is
decreasing for increasing error rates.

Fig. 3-4: The effect of limitation to the calculated position error: The shown graph was also simu-
lated with an area of type I and with 4 anchors contained in this area. On the x-axis the error rate is con-
tained with values from 0 to 1 and a step size of 0.5. In the y-axis, the mean of the calculated position
error of the 1’000 simulated iterations is shown. The values on the y-axis are the calculated error in re-
lation to the maximum communication range of the simulated node. The lower curve shows these values
of the calculations made with continuous measured distances with an upper limit set to the maximal
communication range of the simulated node. This corresponds to an infinite number of quantization
steps. The upper curve shows the values obtained from the calculations made with continuous measured
distances without any limit. The shown curves equal the curves in figure 3-2 at position 11 of the surface
and on the xz-pane.
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Number of Anchors

The following two figures illustrate the effect of the number of anchors to the calcu-
lated position error.

As can be seen in figure 3-6 the qualitative shape of the graph first showed in fig-
ure 3-2 remains relatively constant, while the values of each data point of the shape are

Fig. 3-5: The effect of the number of anchors to the calculated position: This figure contains 6
graphs that are the same as the graph shown in figure 3-2, with the values for the number of anchors
used in the simulation set to 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 respectively. Again, all graphs were simulated with an
area of type I.
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decreasing with the number of anchors. It has to be noted that the quantitative step
between the shape obtained from 3 anchors to the shape obtained from 4 anchors is
over proportional high.

Figure 3-6 shows a the relation between the number of anchors and the calcu-
lated position error for an error rate of 0.5 and different values for the number of
quantization steps. Here again the effect of quantization and limitation can be seen.
However, more important it can be seen clearly that the position error is decreasing
with an increasing number of anchors. Interestingly enough, there is an very big
decrease of the calculated position error between the data for 3 and 4 anchors. But also
between the data for 4 and 5 anchors there is still a remarkably decrease of the calcu-

Fig. 3-6: The effect of the number of anchors to the calculated position: The shown graph was
again simulated with an area of type I. On the x-axis the number of anchors contained in the simulated
area is contained with values ranging from 3 to 10 anchors. On the y-axis, the mean of the calculated
position error of the 1’000 simulated iteration is shown. The values on the y-axis are the calculated error
in relation to the maximum communication range of the simulated node. The different curves show the
calculated position error in relation to the number of anchors for an error rate set to 0.5 and for different
numbers of quantization steps used in the simulation.
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lated position error. However, a relatively constant decrease of the position error can
be observed for more than 5 anchors.

Type of Area

The following figure illustrates the effect of the type of area to the calculated position
error.

Figure 3-7 illustrates two interesting effects of the used type of area. Firstly the
calculated position errors increase from the area of type I to the area of type II and
from the area of type II to the area of type III. But still the qualitative shape of the
graph first shown in figure 3-2 remains relatively the same. The second interesting

Fig. 3-7: The effect of the type of area to the calculated position: This figure contains 9 graphs. Al-
ways the three graphs on one row belong together and represent the data for one type of area, with the
topmost row representing data of simulations with an area or type I, the middle row with an area of type
II and the bottom row with an area or type III. The first column contains the same graph as shown in
figure 3-2, with the different values for the types of areas. The second column contains the mean of the
x-component of the calculated position error of the 1’000 simulated iterations. The third column con-
tains the mean of the y-component of the calculated position error of the 1’000 simulated iterations.
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effect is the behavior of the mean of the x- and y-components of the calculated posi-
tion error in the different types of areas. For the area of type I, the mean of both the x-
and the y-component of the calculated position error is relatively close to zero. For the
area of type II however, the mean of the x-component of the calculated position error
becomes increasingly positive for higher values of the error rate and lower values for
the number of quantization steps. The mean of the y-component of the calculated
position error is still relatively close to zero. For the area of type III, the mean of both
the x- and the y-component of the calculated position error become increasingly posi-
tive for higher values of the error rate and lower values for the number of quantization
steps.

3.2.2 The Relation between Network Geometry and 
very big Positioning Errors

This chapter contains the results of the simulations to the relation between network
geometry and very big positioning errors. The presented graphs are based on a data set
obtained from 10’000 iterations of the simulation process as it is described in chapter
3.1.4, with a minimum error set to 10 which corresponds to a position error of
1’000% relative to the simulated nodes’ communication range.

For more complete results, appendix A contains more of the graphs presented
here.
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In figure 3-8 a small number of network geometries that lead to very large posi-
tioning errors is shown. In all network geometries shown here, the positions of the
anchors can all be fitted relatively good by a straight line. Several hundred graphs as

Fig. 3-8: The effect of the geometry to very big position errors: The shown figure contains 9 graphs
showing network topologies that lead to a position error bigger than 1’000% when simulated with an
error rate smaller or equal to 0.4. The first row contains topologies with 3 anchors, the second row with
4 anchors and the third row with 5 anchors. For each row, the showed graphs are the first three topolo-
gies of the simulation with the given number of anchors, that lead to a big error. The graph shows the
Cartesian system of coordinate. The circle denotes the origin of the system, which is the real position of
the simulated node. The asterisks show the positions of the anchors. The dashed line is a fitted line
through the positions of the anchors.
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the ones shown here have been analyzed and in all of them, the positions of the
anchors could all be fitted relatively good by a straight line.

The bar plot in figure shows the percentage of network geometries that lead to
very big position errors depending on the number of anchors. In this simulation no
network geometry that lead to very big position errors could be found for networks
with more than 5 anchors. For the networks with 3, 4, and 5 anchors the percentage
of network geometries that lead to very big position errors is decreasing very fast in an
exponential way.

Fig. 3-9: The effect of the number of anchors to very big position errors: The shown graph contains
a bar plot of the percentage of network topologies that lead to a position error bigger than 1’000% when
simulated with an error rate smaller or equal to 0.4. For each number of anchors, 10’000 different net-
work topologies were simulated and with every network topology that lead to a bigger position error than
1’000% when simulated with an error rate smaller or equal to 0.4, the bar belonging to the correspond-
ing number of anchors was incremented by one. On the x-axis the value of the number of anchors is
contained ranging from 3 to 10 anchors. On the y-axis, the ratio of the number of topologies that lead
to a big error position to the total number of different topologies is contained in percent.
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3.3 Discussion

This chapter discusses the results presented in the last chapter. It points out the most
important observed behaviours and tries to explain them if possible or to propose a
hypothesis. However, for some of the behaviours no clear explanation could be found
during this thesis. 

3.3.1 The Effect of Distance-Quantization

Quantization

For low error rates the positioning precision declines when quantization is applied to
the distance measurements. This behaviour can be explained relatively clearly by the
additional error the quantization is causing. Especially if a measured distance value is
on the border between two quantization intervals it will experience a quantization
error that may have the length of up to the half of a quantization interval. Since with
an increasing number of quantization steps the quantization intervals decrease in size
and since therefore the possible quantization errors also decrease, it is clear that the
positioning precision improves when more quantization steps are used. The behavior
that is revealed for higher error rates cannot be explained as crispy at this moment.

An interesting behavior that should also be mentioned here is the independence
of the positioning error from the error ratio when only one quantization step is used.
The use of only one quantization step would be the most simple implementation,
where always an average distance is used and no distance measurement is needed at all.
Only the topology of the surrounding network has an influence to the positioning
error in this case.

Another interesting behavior can also be observed for the limitation of distances.
Here it can be said, that the error of the limited distances is always smaller or equal
than the error of the non-limited distances. In the case that the erroneous measured
distance lies inside the communication range, both errors are equal. However, in the
case where the erroneous measured distance lies outside the possible communication
range, the limited distance has for sure the smaller error than the non-limited one.

Number of Anchors

With an increasing number of anchors the positioning precision is improving. For this
behaviour the hypothesis is that the errors of an increasing number of measurements
will have a statistical mean that is getting closer to the statistical mean of the used error
model, which is zero for the simulations. This however cannot explain the unpropor-
tional increase of the positioning errors between the use of 3 and 4 anchors. In the sec-
ond part of the simulation (Chapter 3.2.2) this behaviour is investigated in more
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detail and a hypothesis for this behaviour based on the additional investigations can be
found in Chapter 3.3.2.

Type of Area

For the results on the type of area two interesting effects can be observed. Firstly the
positioning error is increasing when the anchors are not distributed all around the
simulated network node. The second even more interesting effect is revealed when
analysing separately the x- and the y-components of the positioning errors. It seems
that a kind of gravity acts between the simulated node and the anchors. This results in
the fact, that the mean of a calculated position is placed somewhere between the real
position of the simulated node and the centre of gravity of the surrounding anchors.
And thus if the anchors are not distributed all around the simulated node, the statisti-
cal mean of the calculated positions will not come to lie on the real position. At this
moment it is not clear where the reason for this effect lies, but it also explains the first
effect that was observed.

3.3.2 The Relation between Network Geometry and 
very large Positioning Errors

From the observations made in the second part of the simulations it can be stated that
in all network topologies that lead to a very large positioning error the anchors are
lying on a straight line. However, from these observations no inversion of this state-
ment, whether all topologies with anchors on a straight line lead to large positioning
errors, can be made.

A hypothesis for this behavior can be found by the linear dependence of the
equations of the triangulation when the anchors lie on one line. This linear depen-
dence leads to a rank deficient matrix when solving the system of equations. When the
equations are now only almost linear dependent very small errors will have an enor-
mous influence to the result. However, a complete mathematical proof of this hypoth-
esis was not made in this thesis.

To explain the unproportional step in the average positioning error between three
and four surrounding anchors it could be observed that when simulating the same
very large number of topologies with 3 to 10 anchors, around 96% of all topologies
that lead to a very large error have only 3 anchors, around 4% have 4 anchors and
some very few topologies have 5 anchors. But no topologies with more than 5 anchors
could be observed leading to very large errors.

When taking the unproved correctness of the inversion of the first statement in
this chapter as an assumption, which would then state that all network topologies with
all anchors on a straight line lead to very large errors, the following probabilistic reflec-
tion could be made:
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In a square with a side length of l it can be defined that a number of anchors lie
on a straight line in this square if and only if all of them are placed inside a trapezoid
with a shorter side-length of d and a height of l. The probability that one anchor lies
inside this trapezoid can then be written as

(3)

The smaller or equal sign is used here because if the straight line does not cross two
opposite sides of the square, the area defining the line is a smaller trapezoid with a
height smaller than l. The probability that n anchors lie on a straight line can now be
written as

(4)

and this exponential function corresponds quite good to the results found in the simu-
lation and shown in Figure 3-9.

Fig. 3-10: Illustration of the set up for the probabilistic reflection.
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3.4 Conclusions

The simulations in this chapter are based on an ideal environment with an abstract
random number used as error. It has to be assumed that the details of the here pre-
sented results may vary in reality, however it is very probable that many of the main
behaviours could also be observed in a real environment.

The simulations showed that the effect of quantization is not very fatal if the
underlying distance measurement is errorneous to a certain extend. Instead the much
bigger effect to the positioning precision had the limitation of the measured distances
to the maximal communication range. In a real system the communication range can
of course not be set sharply since it depends on the environment. Nevertheless reflec-
tion on the measured distances before using them in a triangulation seems to have
quite some potential.

Maybe the most important statement of the simulations is the enormous effect
the topology of the surrounding network can have to the positioning precision.
Parameters such as the number of anchors or the exact topology and distribution of
the anchors showed often a much bigger effect to the positioning precision than any
error rates or quantizations that were applied to the measured distances. Thus it
appears that this is most probably also the area where the potential for the biggest
improvements in positioning precision lie.

One thought about the topologies that lead to very large positioning errors
should not be left behind at this place. Even though the probability of generating a
random network topology with all anchors lying on a straight line is very small it has
to be said that this topology can be found very often in a real environment. Often base
stations of wireless networks are installed on a straight line along a wall or basestations
are distributed along a motorway. For these situations a solution has to be found how
to prevent the very large positioning errors.
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4Effects of Distance-Quantization
to the Positioning in Ad-Hoc Networks

This chapter contains the simulations that were made to investigate the effects of
quantized distance measurements to the precision of positioning of network nodes in
a complete ad-hoc network.

The presented results show the effect of varying the number of quantization steps
and the connectivity of the network to the precision of positioning. 

4.1 Simulation Methods

All simulations of the mobile ad-hoc network are programmed in Java using the Net-
Sim API (see Chapter 5) and are analysed using Matlab® 6.

4.1.1 Overview

The simulation in this chapter takes place in a 2-dimensional area. In this area there
are a number of anchors that know their real position and a number of network nodes
that do not know their position. A positioning algorithm is used to estimate the posi-
tions of the network nodes that do not know their position at the beginning. This
positioning algorithm makes use of triangulation in the same way as it was used for
the simulations of an isolated network node.

4.1.2 Basic Simulation Setup

The complete configuration of the NetSim API used for this simulation can be found
in appendix F under simq1.xml.
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Network Nodes

The simulated network contains 2n nodes which do not know their position and n
nodes which do know their position. Therefore 33% of the nodes in the simulated
network are anchors.

The communication range of all nodes in the simulated system is set to 100
units. 

Geometry

The simulation takes place in a quadratic area with a side length of 500 units.

Error

The same errors are used as for the simulation of the isolated network node. Here
however, the communicationRange is set to 100, to reflect the communication range
of the network nodes in this simulation.

Quantization

The same linear quantization scheme used for the simulation of the isolated network
node is used here again. The quadratic quantization scheme however is not used.

Positioning Algorithm

The positioning algorithm used is implemented in the SimplePA module of the Net-
Sim API. During every iteration step, this positioning algorithm makes an inquiry to
get all reachable network nodes in its neighbourhood. It then asks each of the reacha-
ble network nodes for its real or estimated position. If there are more than a defined
number of network nodes in range that know their position, the distances to these
network nodes are measured and then triangulation is used to estimate the own posi-
tion.

Positioning Calculator

The QR decomposition is used to calculate the least mean square error estimation of
the triangulation.

Position Estimator

Every iteration calculates a new position if enough network nodes are in range that do
know their real or estimated position.

The estimated position of a node is obtained by applying a filter to the history of
calculated positions. For the simulation, a FIR filter (also known as moving average
filter) is applied to the calculated position history. The used FIR filter is defined by 10
filter coefficients that are shown in figure 4-1. These filter coefficients were chosen
arbitrarily, but they showed a relatively good behavior during some initial tests.
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4.1.3 Studies on the Effect of Distance-Quantization

To study the effect of distance-quantization on the precision, one data set, obtained
from 200 iterations of the here presented procedure was calculated. Every of these 200
iterations is composed of three nested loops.

The first loop iterates on the connectivity of the simulated network. The values
for the connectivities of the simulated networks are 3, 4, 7 an 10 respectively. To gen-
erate a network with the needed connectivity, several sets of two normal network
nodes and one anchor are added to the simulation playground one after the other
until the connectivity of the so accruing network oversteps the needed connectivity for
the first time. From this process results a network with a connectivity very close to the
needed one, where 33% of the network nodes are anchors.

The second loop iterates on the error rate for the distance measurement of the
nodes in the simulated network. Error rates with the values of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 are used for the simulation.

The third and innermost loop iterates on the quantization that is applied to the
erroneous measured distances in the simulated network. The first five values of this
loop iterate on the number of quantization steps, with values of 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 steps
respectively. Two additional iterations are made without quantization, one with a limit
set to the communication range and one without a limit. As in the simulation of the
isolated network node, for the limited measurements, the measured distances are trun-
cated to have a maximal value of the communication range of the nodes.

Inside the innermost loop, every node in the simulated network executes 100
steps of its positioning algorithm. The estimated positions after these 100 iterations
are then used for analysis.

Fig. 4-1: FIR filter coefficients used for the simulation.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 The Effect of Distance-Quantization

This chapter contains the results of the simulations on the effect of distance-quantiza-
tion inside a complete ad-hoc network. All results shown here are based on the data
obtained from 200 iterations of the simulation process as it is described in 4.1.3 .

Quantization

The following figure illustrates the effect of quantization to the positioning precision
in the complete ad-hoc network. In a first analysis of the simulated results, it could be
observed that the average positioning error of the complete ad-hoc network has a lot
of peaks and is sometimes so large that the results do not say anything. Because of this,
all positioning errors that were bigger than 500% have been filtered out to generate
the here presented graphs.
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Fig. 4-2: The effect of quantization to the calculated position error: The shown figure contains four
graphs which all show the results of the same simulation but with a different value for the connectivity.
The connectivity value is contained in the title of each graph. Additionally the percentage of valid posi-
tions is mentioned in the title. This number states the ratio of network nodes that were able to calculate
a position within 100 iterations of the positioning algorithm to the complete number of network nodes
that did not know their position at the beginning. On the x-axis the error rate is contained with values
ranging from 0 to 1 and with steps at 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. On the y-axis the number
of quantization steps is contained with values of 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and infinitive. In the z-axis the mean of
the position errors smaller than 500% of all network nodes is shown. The network nodes with an error
of more than 500% are ignored. The value on the z-axis corresponds to the ratio of the error to the com-
munication range of the network nodes. The curve plotted on the xz-pane at the back shows the error
rates obtained from calculations without any quantization or limitation.
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Figure gives a 3-dimensional overview of the simulated results. A similar behavior
as for the graph generated with an isolated network node (Figure 3-2) can be
observed. Again, the average positioning error is increasing for less quantization steps
at low error rates. This is changing again when the error rate is increasing. Then, the
average positioning error has more or less a similar value independent on the quantiza-
tion. However, on the presented graphs it cannot been observed the that the average
position error is decreasing for less quantization steps at high error rates.

Another interesting observation is the percentage of network nodes that were able
to calculate a position. At a network connectivity of 3, almost no network nodes were
able to calculate a position. But this number is increasing relatively fast for higher con-
nectivities. However, even at a connectivity of 10 there were still more than six percent
of the network nodes that could not calculate their position.

Large Errors

As mentioned in the previous section, the network nodes that calculated a position
with an error of more than 500% in relation to their communication range were fil-
tered out to generate the graphs in Figure 4-2. The following figure illustrates the
number of network nodes, and thus the number of large errors, that had to be filtered
out.
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In the graphs in Figure 4-3 no very clear behavior can be observed. The number
of large errors seems to increase with increasing error rates, but besides this overall
behavior the values have a lot of peaks. One interesting observation that has to be
noted is that the total average of large errors is first increasing together with the con-
nectivity until a certain connectivity is reached and is then decreasing again for higher
connectivities. Additionally, the height of the peaks that reach values of more than 0.1
has to be noted. These peaks show that sometimes more than 10% of all network
nodes calculated positions with an error of more than 500%.

Fig. 4-3: The occurrence of very large errors: The shown figure contains four graphs where each
graph corresponds to a graph in Figure 4-2. The x- and y-axis are the same as there. However, on the z-
axis the average of he ratio of the number of network nodes with a calculated position error bigger than
500% to the total number of network nodes is shown. In the title of each graph, the average of large
errors of the complete graph is given.
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Connectivity

The following figure illustrates the distribution of connectivity inside the simulated
networks.

Fig. 4-4: The connectivity inside the simulated networks: The shown figure contains four graphs
where each graph corresponds to a graph in Figure 4-2. Each graph shows, how the connectivity is dis-
tributed inside the simulated networks. On the x-axis the number of reachable nodes is contained with
values ranging from 0 to 25 reachable nodes. For each value on the x-axis, the height of the bar shows
the ratio of the nodes in the network, including anchors, that have the given number of reachable nodes
in their neighborhood to the total number of nodes.
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In the four bar plots it can be seen, that the average of connectivity is moving to
the right and that the overall curve is spreading. It is also interesting, that even with an
average connectivity of more than 7 there are still many nodes in the network that
only reach two or less other nodes. It is only with an average connectivity of more than
10, when almost all nodes can reach at least three other nodes in the network.

4.3 Discussion

For the simulation in complete ad-hoc networks a large amount of different parame-
ters have to be chosen, often without knowing their exact influence to the obtained
results. Some of these parameters are for example the ratio between normal network
nodes and anchors, but also the connectivity or the communication range. Other
important factors are also the chosen positioning algorithm or the filter used for the
estimations of the positions. For the simulations in this chapter many of these param-
eters were just set to arbitrary values that seemed to make sense but that did not origi-
nate from any investigations on the effects of the corresponding parameter.

Nevertheless the observed behavior of the quantization effect is very similar to the
one observed on the isolated network node. But interestingly the average position
error is increasing with increasing connectivity of the network. At this time there is no
clear explanation for this, but it may be in relation with the percentage of valid posi-
tions of the different connectivities.

Surprising is the amount of large errors that occur in the simulated network. At
some simulation points an average of more than 10% of all nodes have a very large cal-
culated position error. One reason for this could be the still relatively low connectivity
of the network which would result in many nodes with the minimum of three neigh-
boring nodes which often lead to large errors in the simulations of the isolated net-
work node. Because even though the distribution of the connectivity shows that many
nodes have more than three neighboring nodes for higher average connectivities, it has
to be noted that this does not guarantee the ability of calculating its own position with
this number of nodes in the triangulation. Instead in a first iteration step only the net-
work nodes with three anchors in their neighborhood can calculate their position, but
neighboring network nodes without the knowledge of their own position are useless at
this time. With more iteration steps the network nodes with an own estimated posi-
tion may be used as a substitute of anchors by the other nodes. And therefore the posi-
tioning information is spreading through the network with an increasing number of
iterations.
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4.4 Conclusions

At this time there are too many different uninvestigated influences of a large number
of parameters in an ad-hoc network to draw any conclusions from the results. It can
only be said that the overall behaviour of the simulated ad-hoc network to the quanti-
zation looks very similar to the behaviour that was found for the isolated network
node. This on one side affirms the results found for the isolated network and on the
other side also implies that the behaviours of an isolated network node have a relation
to the behaviours of a complete network.
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0 Chapter5

5NetSim –
A MANET Simulation Framework

Simulations play a major role in research of mobile ad-hod-networks. One of the main
reasons for the importance of simulations is the immense amount of resources that
would be needed to build a real mobile ad-hoc-network. But also the gathering of test
data and the implementation of new ideas would be much more complex in a real
environment. [... more about simulation... or maybe in an earlier chapter...]

During an earlier semester project [21] a first simulator for mobile ad-hoc-net-
works was developed in C++. In a further semester project, Lorenz Moser imple-
mented the TERRAIN positioning algorithm for this simulator [10].

When first coming across the task of extending the simulations from the earlier
chapters from a single network node to a complete mobile ad-hoc-network, this exist-
ing simulator was taken into consideration. But after a detailed analysis of the source
code of the existing simulator and an analysis of its capabilities, some major lacks were
detected. Some of these were the lack of a documentation, the lack of a GUI as well as
a software design that did not allow an easy extensibility and maintenance of the code
and the capabilities. Additionally the simulator could not be parametrized to the
needed extent.

This lead to the decision to implement a new simulation framework from scratch
for this project. For this new framework, the experience from the existing simulator
should be taken into consideration during the design process and the its deficiencies
should be avoided.

The development of the new simulation framework was done in collaboration with S.
Tschumi [22], who implemented a GUI for the framework.

This chapter describes the design and implementation of the new MANET Simula-
tion Framework while the next chapter explains how to use the framework for simula-
tions and how to extend its capabilities. From now on, the new MANET Simulation
Framework is referred to as NetSim or simulation framework. 

The UML diagrams in this and the next chapter were made by reverse engineer-
ing from the source code with JVision[14]. However, the diagrams were edited to only
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show the important parts of the classes and relations. For a more complete UML dia-
gram of the NetSim API see Appendix B.

5.1 Aims and Requirements

The aim of NetSim is to provide a powerful framework for simulations of mobile ad-
hoc-networks that can easily be extended for future needs and that allows easy para-
metrization of every detail.

To achieve this aim the following requirements must be met:

• Extensibility: the framework must be extensible in a way that new algorithms as

well as new environment circumstances can be implemented and modelled

fastly without having to study source code of the existing framework.

• Parametrisability: it must be possible to parametrize every important aspect of

every single node inside the mobile ad-hoc-network.

• Documentation: a complete documentation of the API must be available.

• Front-ends: it must be possible to implement different front-ends to the API. In

particular it must be possible to use the framework for an automated simula-

tion as well as with a GUI.

• Data gathering: it must be possible to extract the simulated data in a format

that can be used for automated data-analysis.

• Usability: the framework must be easy to use for simulations. In particular it

should not be needed to read any source code prior to start using the simula-

tion framework.

The following requirement would be nice to be met:

• Portability: the framework should be portable between several computer plat-

forms.

The requirement of execution speed was left out consciously, because execution speed
and flexibility have a counteracting effect. At this stage of the research on mobile ad-
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hoc-networks, the flexibility of the framework that allows fast conversion of new algo-
rithms and ideas was considered to be more important than the ability, to simulate
huge networks as fast as possible.

In a first development generation the simulation framework should be developed to be
used for simulations of distributed positioning algorithms. However, it should be pos-
sible to extend the functionality of the simulation framework, such that other areas of
research in mobile ad-hoc-networks, as for example routing, can be simulated with the
framework as well. 

Also for the modelling of the communication, a Bluetooth-like communication
should be taken as a basic pattern for the first development generation. But it should
be possible to implement other communication patterns, as for example WLAN-like
communication, in future generations. 

5.2 Technologies Used

5.2.1 Java

NetSim is written entirely in Java. For the development the latest Java version, J2SDK
1.4.0 [10] was used. The decision to use Java is based on the fact that Java allows very
fast and safe development of complex software as well as easy maintenance. Addition-
ally Java is very well documented, has a large community on the web and is widely
spread nowadays. Javas slower execution speed over C/C++ was taken into account
consciously and was regarded less important than its advantages. In addition, speed is
not that much of a problem any more with the latest versions of Java.

5.2.2 XML

The complete parametrization of NetSim is implemented using XML [24].

5.2.3 Ant

As a build-tool, ant [1] was used. Ant is a build-tool similar to make, but it is written
in Java and is therefore completely portable to different computer platforms. Ant uses
XML configuration files for the build configuration of software projects.
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5.2.4 Javadoc

To generate the API documentation, Javadoc [13] was used. 

5.3 Coding Conventions

The complete software is written according to the Java coding conventions from Sun
[12]. Additionally the complete API documentation was written inside the Java source
files, using the Javadoc [13] documentation technology and its conventions.

5.4 Design of NetSim

5.4.1 The NetSim API

The NetSim simulation framework is designed as an API. This means that the frame-
work is not a stand-alone program and can also not be used as one. But instead it is
intended to be used as an API inside other programs. These other programs may for
example be a GUI or a programmed simulation.

This design as an API allows a very wide area of use.

5.4.2 Architecture

The core of the NetSim architecture consists of four major elements that are organized
in a tree-like structure, with a Playground element as root of the tree:

• Playground: To use NetSim, one instance of a Playground is needed. The play-

ground represents the whole simulation environment. For this it contains one

instance of a Field, one instance of an Ether and many instances of Nodes.

• Node: Each instance of a Node inside a Playground represents a node of the

simulated mobile ad-hoc-network.

• Ether: Ether is the representation of the physical ether in real life. It allows two

nodes to detect each other, to connect to each other as well as to communicate

with each other. For these tasks Ether mainly plays the role of making sure that
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the two interacting nodes are in a reachable distance of each other. Thus Ether

models the decay of signal strength over distance in a real environment.

• Field: Field contains the geometrical information of the Playground. It repre-

sents a geometrical area with obstacles in it, in which the simulation takes

place.

All of these elements and their internal architecture are explained in more detail later
in this chapter.

As we will see later, the tree-like structure of all elements in the NetSim API allows
easy serialization of a complete Playground object including its current state. Such a
serialized Playground object may then be used to save a complete simulation into a
file, for later analysis or for use in a demonstration. Furthermore the tree-like structure
allows controller front-ends to the API that only need to hold a single Playground
object to control the complete simulation.

5.4.3 Packages

To structure the implementation code, NetSim consists of several Java packages.
According to the advice of Sun, these packages are named with globally unique names,
by using the URL of the developers, written backwards and separated by points. Thus
all NetSim API package names start with ch.ethz.tik.netsim.*.

Fig. 5-1: Core architecture of the NetSim simulation framework.
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ch.ethz.tik.netsim.core

This package contains the core classes of NetSim. These are the Playground and the
Ether together with all classes that are needed to implement them. Theoretically Node
and all its classes would also belong into this package. However, due to the large
number of classes needed to implement a Node, a new package was made for Node.

ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node

This package contains the Node element, together with all core classes needed to
implement it. To further structure the classes around a Node, three sub packages were
made, containing classes sorted according different services of a Node.

ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.bluetooth

This package contains all classes that are needed by a Node to execute communication
operations inside a mobile ad-hoc-network. As described above, in its first generation,
NetSim uses bluetooth-like communication facilities. However, for future generations
of NetSim other communication facilities as for example WLAN could be imple-
mented as well.

Fig. 5-2: The structure of Java packages contained in the NetSim API
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ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.mobility

This package contains all classes that are needed by a Node to be mobile, thus to move
around in the Field of the Playground. 

ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioning

This package contains all classes that are needed by a Node to execute positioning
tasks inside the mobile ad-hoc-network.

ch.ethz.tik.netsim.geometry

This package contains a number classes that geometrical objects, as for example differ-
ent shapes. These objects may be used to build the Field that is used by the Play-
ground.

ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util

This package contains a number of utility classes that do not have any semantic rela-
tion to a mobile ad-hoc-network, but that offer useful functionalities.

5.5 Parameters

As stated in chapter 5.1, parametrization was one of the key requirements of the new
simulation framework. Due to its importance, the concept how parametrization is
handled is discussed here, before going on to the discussion of the different core ele-
ments of NetSim.

To provide a flexible and mighty parametrization system, the complete parame-
trization of the NetSim API is implemented using XML to hold any parameters. XML
allows to have a hierarchically structured, both human- and machine-readable param-
etrization, that can be placed in an external text-file.

5.5.1 XML Structure

An own DTD was defined for the usage of XML with NetSim. This DTD and an
example of the default parameter file for NetSim in XML can be found in Appendix
D.

Because of the tree-like structure of elements in the design of the NetSim API, a
tree structure was also chosen for the DTD of the parameters XML file. According to
this DTD, each NetSim parameters file must contain a <parameters> element as
root element of the parameters tree. The <parameters> element then must con-
tain exactly one <node> element. In this content, a <node> element has nothing to
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do with the network nodes in the simulated ad-hoc-network, they rather represent a
node of the parameters tree. 

A <node> element itself must contain exactly one <map> element and may
contain an arbitrary number of other <node> elements. Additionally, each <node>
element must have a name attribute. This name allows to address certain <node>
elements by using a path of node names. For example the path /Playground/
Node/PositionEstimator/FIR leads to the parameters node of the FIR posi-
tion estimator of a network node contained in the playground.

The <map> element simply is a collection of an arbitrary number of <entry>
elements and may also be empty, if no parameters exist for a certain node.

Each <entry> element contains the information of one parameter. For this it
must contain two attributes; the key attribute contains the name of the parameter
and the value attribute contains its value. Optionally, each <entry> element may
contain a set of elements that can hold describing information about the parameter in
it. This set of description elements is intended to be used by a GUI, to allow dynamic
generation of parametrization windows, but it is also useful for humans when chang-
ing a parameter file.

The set of describing elements consist of one <name> element, one <tip> ele-
ment, one <range> element and one <desc> element. The <name> element
contains the name of the parameter, while the <tip> element contains a short
description that could be used as a tool tip in a GUI. The <range> element contains
a short description of possible values the parameter can take and the <desc> element
finally contains a detailed description of the parameter.

To allow to add information about a parameters node inside a parameters file,
each <node> element may contain one <entry> element named guiDescrip-
tion, that can hold a set of description elements that belong to the <node> ele-
ment itself rather than to a certain entries in it.

Following is an extract of the default parameters file of NetSim. The complete file can
be found in Appendix D.

<parameters>
<node name="root">

<map>
</map>
<node name="Playground">

<map>
</map>
<node name="Node">

<map>
</map>
<node name="PositionEstimator">

<map>
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<entry key="loadModules" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioning.FIR">

<name>Modules to load</name>
<tip>Loads the named PositionEstimator modules at 

startup time</tip>
<range> </range>
<desc>This parameter must contain a comma-separated 

list of class names of PositionEstimator WorkerModules. All 
classes contained in this list are automatically loaded at startup-
time. After successfully loading all classes, the first class in 
this list gets selected in the WorkerModuleProxy.</desc>

</entry>
</map>
<node name="FIR">

<map>
<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name>FIR</name>
<tip>Implements a FIR filter</tip>
<range> </range>
<desc>This WorkerModule implements a FIR filter, 

to estimate the current position of a node, based on the history of 
calculated positions.</desc>

</entry>
<entry key="firValues" 

value="1,.9,.8,.7,.6,.5,.4,.3,.2,.1">
<name>FIR Values</name>
<tip>The weighting factors of the FIR filter</tip>
<range> </range>
<desc>This parameter must contain a list of comma-

separated double values. These values are used as the weighting 
factors for the FIR filter.</desc>

</entry>
</map>

</node>
</node>

</node>
</node>

</node>
</parameters>

5.5.2 Implementation

To hold the parameter values during run time, the Parameters class in the util package
implements a tree structure that can hold all information of the parameter XML file
described above.

The Parameters class contains methods to import and export parameter files from
and to XML. Furthermore it contains methods to move around in the tree and to get
and set all parameters in a parameters node and all the informations related to them.
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To use the Parameters class, an instance of the class has to be passed to parametrisable
objects of the NetSim API whenever they are instantiated. This Parameters object
must hold the parameters node of the object to instantiate. 

For example, if a Playground instance is created, the Playground node of a
Parameters object must be passed to it. When after this, the playground itself creates
instances of Nodes, it passes a Parameter object holding the Node node of its own
Playground node to them.

5.6 Playground

Playground is the central element in the NetSim API and it holds together all needed
elements for a simulation. Figure 5-3 shows the UML design of the Playground and its
relation to the most important objects around it.

In this diagram the relation to Ether and Field is visible again, as it was intro-
duced in chapter 5.4. To not overload the diagram, the Node object is missing, it is
explained in detail in chapter 5.8.

Fig. 5-3: UML design of the Playground and its relation to important objects around it.
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On the left-hand side a number of objects grouped around UtilModule are visi-
ble. To allow flexible usage and different implementations of the Playground object,
all functionalities that are believed to be interesting for different implementations are
hiven off into external modules. In chapter 5.13 the concept of UtilModuels is
described in more detail.

On the right-hand side there is the PlaygroundLoader object that turns one
attention to it. The PlaygroundLoader offers the functionality to load and save
instances of a Playground. For this, every object in the NetSim API implements the
Serializable interface of Java and therefore allows the PlaygroundLoader to use the
Serialization functionality of Java. This allows to serialize a Playground instance and
the complete tree of objects contained in it, including the current state of every object
in the tree. The PlaygroundLoader then can load and save the byte-stream that repre-
sents a serialized Playground object from and to files.

5.7 Field

Every Playground object contains exactly one Field, as can be seen in figure 5-1 or fig-
ure 5-3. Such a Field represents the geometrical marking of the area in which the sim-
ulated mobile ad-hoc-network is contained an may move around in. Additionally, a
Field may also contain a number of geometrical obstacles that may for example repre-
sent walls or piles in a real environment. 

Figure 5-4 shows the design of a Field object and the relation to the objects it is
composed of.

A Field is composed of two collections of Shapes and one Position. The Position
object marks the position of the upper left corner of the Field in a system of coordi-
nates. 

The first collection of Shapes contains a number of Shapes that represent the area
of the Field. Every Shape contains a Position object which represents the position of its
upper left corner in the same system of coordinates as the Field is contained in. The
complete area of the Field is the intersection of all Shapes in the first collection of
Shapes. The second collection of Shapes contains the obstacles with their position in
the system of coordinates.

The complete Field is then composed of these collections by taking the first col-
lection of areas and substracting the second collection of obstacles from it. 

Figure 5-5 shows an example, how a Field could be composed from the two col-
lections of Shapes.
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Fig. 5-4: UML design of the Field and its relation to other objects in the geometry package.

Fig. 5-5: Example of a composition of a Field.
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5.8 Node

In the NetSim API, the Node element represents a network node in the simulated
mobile ad-hoc network. Figure 5-6 shows the UML design of the Playground and its

relation to the most important objects around it.
On the left-hand side a number of objects grouped around WorkerModule are

visible. These WorkerModules follow a similar concept as the UtilModules in the
Playground design. Again, to allow flexible usage and different implementations of
Node objects, all functionalities that are believed to be interesting for different imple-
mentations are hiven off into external modules. The different WorkerModules, avail-

Fig. 5-6: UML design of a Node and related objects around it.
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able implementations as well as the difference to UtilModules is described in more
detail from chapter 5.9 onwards.

On the top of the diagram a number of Service interfaces are visible. In order to
clean up the immense functionality available in a Node, the Node interface was
decomposed into a number of so called service interfaces. Each of these service inter-
faces groups the methods that are needed for a certain service the Node offers. If in
future a new service, as for example a routing service is needed, the methods needed
for such a service would be grouped into a new service interface.

Currently the Node interface is decomposed of four service interfaces:

• BasicNodeService: This service interface contains the most basic methods of a

Node, to get and set its parameters as well as to reset its internal state. It also

offers a method to get the name of a Node.

• BluetoothService: The bluetooth service offers methods that are needed to find

other reachable Nodes in the network and to connect to these reachable

Nodes.

• MobilityService: The mobility service offers methods that are needed to move a

Node around in the Field of the Playground.

• PositioningService: The positioning service offers all methods that are needed

by a node to determine its position in the mobile ad-hoc-network.

Additionally all these service interfaces also offer methods to access node-internal data
related to the offered service, that is thought to be interesting for the analysis of a sim-
ulation.

5.9 Worker Modules

For the development of the NetSim API, the concept of worker modules was chosen
to offer flexibility in usage and implementation of any network nodes. 

Every worker module is an interface that offers a limited number of methods to
perform one specialized task. A new worker module interface is introduced every time
when a certain task may have different possible implementations.

For each desired implementation of a worker module, one module class is needed
that implements the worker module interface and the methods it defines, in the
needed way.
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Like this, the selection of functionality of every node may be extended easily, by
implementing new module classes for the worker modules contained in a node.

Figure 5-7 shows the UML design of the worker module concept.

To manage all the different module classes, an extended version of the Surrogate
Pattern, proposed by B. Eckel in [7], is used, which itself is a combination of the Proxy
Pattern and the State Pattern, both proposed by E. Gamma et al. [8].

In this software pattern, a proxy is slot ahead each worker module interface. To
manage different module classes, the proxy offers methods to dynamically load and
unload module classes on runtime. To complete this task, these methods make use of a
factory pattern which is implemented by the worker module factory. 

The proxy can manage an unlimited number of loaded module classes, that are
all held in a collection inside the proxy. At every time, one of the loaded module
classes is the currently selected module class while all others are currently deselected.
To change the currently selected module, the proxy offers a method to select any of
the loaded module classes. Since all loaded module classes are held in a collection
rather than being loaded and unloaded each time they get selected or deselected, the
internal data of a module class is not lost when the proxy switches to another module
class. Thus, when a module class is being selected again, it is in exactly the same state
as it was when it was deselected.

Fig. 5-7: UML design of the worker module concept.
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Besides these management tasks, the proxy behaves exactly as a worker module
and even implements the worker module interface. A node can therefore use a proxy
as a surrogate for a module class. When the node needs the functionality of a worker
module it simply calls the methods of the proxy. The proxy itself then forwards the
method calls to the currently selected module class of its module class collection and
passes the returned result back to the node. 

This design allows a very mighty extensibility of the NetSim API. If for example a
new positioning algorithm needs to be tested, only the implementation of a new mod-
ule class that implements the PositioningAlgorithm worker module is needed. After
the parameters needed by the new positioning algorithm are added to the parameters
XML file, and after the class is placed into the correct directory of the NetSim direc-
tory structure, the new algorithm can be used, without recompiling any single part of
the NetSim API. The NetSim API can get all the needed information about the new
module class directly from the XML and the new class itself. Chapter 6.3 explains in
detail and with an example, how to implement new module classes.

5.10 Implemented Worker Modules

At the moment, a node of the NetSim API makes use of six different worker modules.
Figure 5-8 shows the UML design of the actual implementation of the worker module
concept, including all currently implemented module classes.

In the design, one can see, that an abstract class is put between the WorkerMod-
ule interface and any module classes, as well as between the WorkerModuleProxy
interface and any implementations of it. These abstract classes implement all methods
that are common for all module classes or proxies and thus make the implementation
of new module classes or proxies even simpler.

In the following chapters each worker module that is used in a node and all available
module classes for each them are presented in detail.

5.10.1 Position Algorithm

The PositionAlgorithm worker module offers the functionality of a positioning algo-
rithm. Each module class of this worker module implements one algorithm that can
be used by the node to determine its position. For this, the PositionAlgorithm inter-
face defines two methods:
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Fig. 5-8: UML design of the complete worker module concept as it is used by a node, including all
available module classes.
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• public Position execute(); 

This method executes one step of the implemented position algorithm. If a
new position resulted from this step of execution, it is returned as a Position
object. Otherwise, if no new position resulted, this method returns a null.

• public Object send(Object message); 

This method can be used by a positioning algorithm if it needs to communi-
cate with the positioning algorithm instance of another node. In this case, the
positioning algorithm of the currently active node can call this method of the
positioning algorithm instance of another node, to send a message to it. The
positioning algorithm of the other node may answer by returning a result.

The messages exchanged are of the type Object. This allows it to define and
implement arbitrary specialized message types for the communication between
two instances of any positioning algorithm.

In real life, the positioning algorithms of the different nodes in a mobile ad-hoc-net-
work would be executed in parallel and would maybe run all the time without any
break. In a simulation on a single-processor machine however, this cannot be imple-
mented, since only one of the simulated nodes may use the processor at any time. 

The usage of different threads for each node would also not solve this issue, since
the threads themselves are also executed one after another on a single-processor
machine. Besides this, depending on the underlying operating system, the usage of
threads would slow down the simulation enormously, since the context switch from
one thread to another may use the processor very intensively.

Instead the NetSim API simulates a very easy, nonpre-emptive (cooperative)
multi-tasking. When simulating positioning algorithms, every node receives calls to
the execute() method of its PositionAlgorithm worker module. This method may then
execute one or more steps of the positioning algorithm. The position algorithm how-
ever should not remain in this execute method too long but should instead return rel-
atively fast, such that the execute method of other nodes may be called.

At this time there is one module class available for the PositionAlgorithm worker mod-
ule.

Simple Position Algorithm

This module class implements the most simple positioning algorithm one may think
of. To determine the current position, this algorithm simply executes an inquiry to get
all reachable nodes. It then contacts each of the reachable nodes, asks it for its current
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position and measures the distance to it. If then a minimal number of reachable nodes
know their real position or an estimation of it, the obtained information about the dif-
ferent positions and distances is used to calculate the own current position.

The simple position algorithm knows two parameters:

• minMeasurements: this parameter defines the minimal number of posi-

tion/distance pairs that are needed before the own current position should be

calculated.

• maxMeasurements: this parameter defines the maximal number of posi-

tion/distance pairs that should be used to calculate the own current position.

5.10.2 Position Calculator

The PositionCalculator worker module offers the functionality of calculating a posi-
tion based on triangulation data. For this functionality, the PositionCalculator inter-
face defines one method:

• public Position calculate(Position[] positions, 

double[] distances); 

As input data, this method takes an array of positions and an array of distances
belonging to them. This input data would usually represent the real or estimated
positions of any nodes that are reachable by the current node and the distances
measured to from the current node to these reachable nodes. From this data, the
PositionCalculator worker module calculates a position for the current node by
using triangulation.

For triangulation in a 2-dimensional space, three positions and the distances belong-
ing to them are needed. But usually more than three nodes are reachable and therefore
more than three positions/distance pairs are available. Since all measured distances and
most of the positions are flawed, this leads to an over determined system which cannot
be solved any more. Because of this, any module classes of the PositionCalculator will
usually implement a method that can solve over-determined systems by using any
form of minimizing errors in the solution.

The PositionCalculator worker module is mostly used directly by a module class
of the PositionAlgorithm worker module. At this moment, the implementation of the
node itself does not use the PositionCalculator worker module, instead both of the
implemented position algorithms internally make use of it.
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At this time there is one module classes available for the PositionCalculator worker
module.

QR

This module class implements a solver for overdeterminded systems of equations
using the QR decomposition.

To calculate the QR decomposition of the data, this module class makes use of
the Jama package [11] that offers a number of classes and methods to make calcula-
tions on matrices.

In special cases, when the input positions lie on one straight line, it may happen
that the R matrix of the QR decomposition does not have a full rank. In this cases, the
QR module class cannot calculate a result, instead it throws a Java Runtime Excep-
tion, with the message that the matrix is rank deficient.

The QR module class knows no parameters.

5.10.3 Position Estimator

The PositionEstimator worker module offers the functionality of estimating a posi-
tion, based on a history of positions. For this functionality, the PositionEstimator
interface defines one method:

• public Position estimate(

Position[] calcPositionHistory, 

Position[] estPositionHistory); 

This method takes two arrays of positions as input data. The first array con-
tains the history of calculated positions. These are usually the positions that are
returned by a module class of the PositionAlgorithm worker module. The second
array contains the history of estimated positions. These are usually the positions
that are returned by this method of the PositionEstimator. Based on these histo-
ries of positions, a position estimator module class then estimates a new current
position for a node.

Thus, the PositionEstimator offers the functionality of a filter, that may for example
implement a low-pass, to eliminate the jittering based from measurement errors or
that may implement an averaging to get a statistical mean of the calculated positions.
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Currently the PositionEstimator worker module is used only by the node, to esti-
mate the current position based on the calculated positions that are returned by the
PositionAlgorithm worker module. This estimation is calculated after each call to the
execute method of the PositionAlgorithm worker module. But in future it may also be
possible, that a module class of the PositionAlgorithm worker module uses the Posi-
tionEstimator for internal estimations.

At this time there are three different module classes available for the PositionEstimator
worker module. Each of them implements a different filter.

FIR

This module class uses a FIR filter to calculate an estimation of the current position.
The result of a FIR filter is the convolution of the filter coefficients with the input
data. In this case, the input data is the calculated position history. The estimated posi-
tion history is not used in this module class.

The FIR module class knows one parameter:

• firCoefficients: this parameter defines the filter coefficients of the FIR

filter that should be used. The value of this parameter must be a comma-sepa-

rated list of double values of the form “c[0],c[1],c[2],...,c[M]” for a FIR filter

of length M.

Mean

This module class calculates the statistical mean of the calculated position history. For
this it independently calculates the statistical mean of both the x-values and the y-val-
ues of all positions in the calculated position history. The returned estimated position
is then composed of these two independently calculated means. The estimated posi-
tion history is not used in this module class.

The Mean module class knows no parameters.

Median

This module class calculates the statistical median of the calculated position history.
For this it independently calculates the statistical median of both the x-values and the
y-values of all positions in the calculated position history. The returned estimated
position is then composed of these two independently calculated medians. The esti-
mated position history is not used in this module class.
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The Median module class knows no parameters.

5.10.4 Distance Quantizor

Together with the ErrorSimulator, the DistanceQuantizor worker module builds a
pair of worker modules that does not offer a service that is used by a node, instead it is
used by the bluetooth service, to simulate errors and behaviours of the distance meas-
urement offered by it.

When a distance between two nodes is measured, the Ether module of the Play-
ground is first called to receive the distance between the two nodes. Then the Error-
Simulator worker module is applied to it to add errors on the measurement. And
finally after this, the DistanceQuantizor worker module is applied to the error-prone
distance measurement to quantize it.

The DistanceQuantizor thus offers the functionality to simulate quantization
effects on the measured distances. For this functionality the DistanceQuantizor inter-
face defines two methods: 

• public double quantize(double distance); 

This method takes a distance in double precision and applies the quantization
to it. It then returns this quantized distance again in double precision.

• public double[] quantize(double[] distance); 

This method does exactly the same as the first one but applies the quantization
to a whole array of distances.

At this time there is one module class available for the DistanceQuantizor worker
module.

Linear Quantizor

This module class implements a linear quantizor. It divides the given communication
range into a given number of quantization intervals with the quantization point of
each interval chosen linearly inside the interval with a given ratio, as it is described in
chapter . It then quantizes all measured distances with this quantization scheme.

The Linear Quantizor module class knows four parameters:
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• range: this parameter contains the communication range of the node in

which the quantizor is used.

• steps: this parameter defines how many quantization steps should be used

by the Linear Quantizor module class. The quantizor divides the communica-

tion range of the node into this number of equal parts that are then used as

quantization intervals. If the value of this parameter is set to -1, no quantiza-

tion is applied to the distances.

• limit: this parameter holds a boolean value that defines, whether the quanti-

zor should apply a limit to the distances or not. If this parameter is set to true,

all distances returned by the quantizor will have a maximal value that equals

the communication range of the node.

• ratio: this parameter defines which quantization point inside a quantization

interval should be used as result for a distance that lies in the interval.

Figure 5-9 shows examples of the usage of the different parameters.

5.10.5 Error Simulator

The ErrorSimulator worker module offers the functionality of simulating errors that
can be added to measured distances, to simulate measurement errors. For this func-
tionality, the ErrorSimulator interface offers two methods:

• public double addError(double distance); 

This method takes a distance in double precision and adds an error to it. It
then returns this error-prone distance again in double precision.

• public double[] addError(double[] distance); 

This method does exactly the same as the first one but adds the errors to a
whole array of distances.

At the current stage of development, the ErrorSimulator worker module is only used
by nodes to simulate measurement errors. And therefore the measurement error is
simulated only inside a node and not for example in the Ether element of the Play-
ground. The reason for this kind of usage is based on the fact that the measurement
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error depends not only on the environment but also to a large extend on the used net-
work node itself. For example the used hardware of a real network node may have an
effect on the measurement error, or a node may use more or less sophisticated meas-
urement methods that have an impact on the measurement errors as well.

Ideally the measurement error would be added both by the ether, to simulate an
environment dependent error-rate, and by the node, to simulate a hardware depen-
dent error-rate. However, for the ease of use, at this stage of development the node
also simulates the environment dependent error-rate.

At this time there are three different module classes available for the ErrorSimulator
worker module. Each of them implements a different probabilistic error simulation.

Uniform Error

This module class generates randomly distributed errors with an uniform distribution.

Fig. 5-9: Usage of the parameters in the Linear Quantizor module class.
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The Uniform Error module class knows three parameters:

• errorRate: this parameter defines the error rate or the simulated errors.

• range: this parameter defines the range of errors, if the proportional parame-

ter is set to false.

• proportional: this parameter holds a boolean value that defines whether

the simulated error should be proportional to the measured distance or not. If

this parameter is set to true, the measured distance is used as error range, other-

wise the value of the range parameter is used.

Depending on the parameter settings, the Uniform Error module class generates errors
in the following ranges:

(1)

(2)

Gaussian Error

This module class generates randomly distributed errors with a gaussian distribution.

The Gaussian Error module class knows four parameters:

• deviation: this parameter defines the standard deviation of the gaussian

distribution that is used to generate the random errors.

• range: this parameter defines the range that should be used to multiply the

random errors with, if proportional is set to false.

• limit: this parameter defines a limit for the generated errors. Since the range

of error numbers with a gaussian distribution is infinitive, this parameter, if set

to a positive value, allows to introduce a limit.

• proportional: this parameter holds a boolean value that defines whether

the simulated error should be proportional to the measured distance or not. If

this parameter is set to true, the measured distance is used as range, otherwise

the value of the range parameter is used.

Depending on the parameter settings, the Gaussian Error module class generates
errors in the following ranges:

error errorRate range×( )ñ errorRate range×( ),[ ] proportional false=∈

error errorRate dis cetan×( )ñ errorRate dis cetan×( ),[ ] proportional true=∈
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(3)

(4)

Mixed Error

This module class generates randomly distributed errors that are composed of two
components. The first component is generated using an uniform distribution while
the second component is generated using a gaussian distribution. The Mixed Error
module class therefore generates errors that are a mixture between the errors generated
by the Uniform Error module class and errors generated by the Gaussian Error mod-
ule class.

The Mixed Error module class knows 8 parameters:

• uniformErrorRate: this parameter defines the error rate of the uniform

errors.

• uniformRange: this parameter defines the range of the uniform errors, if

the uniformProportional parameter is set to false.

• uniformProportional: this parameter holds a boolean value that

defines whether the uniform errors should be proportional to the measured

distance or not. If this parameter is set to true, the measured distance is used as

error range, otherwise the value of the uniformRange parameter is used.

• gaussianDeviation: this parameter defines the standard deviation of

the gaussian distribution that is used to generate the gaussian errors.

• gaussianRange: this parameter defines the range that should be used to

multiply the gaussian errors with, if gaussianProportional is set to false.

• gaussianLimit: this parameter defines a limit for the gaussian errors.

• gaussianProportional: this parameter holds a boolean value that

defines whether the gaussian error should be proportional to the measured dis-

tance or not. If this parameter is set to true, the measured distance is used as

range, otherwise the value of the gaussianRange parameter is used.

• mixRatio: this parameter defines the ratio with which the generated uni-

form errors and the gaussian errors get mixed. The mixed error is composed

from the uniform error and the gaussian error by using the mixRatio as follow-

ing:

error ∞ñ ∞,[ ] l imit 0<∈

error limitñ limit,[ ] l imit 0≥∈
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(5)

5.10.6 Node Mobility

The NodeMobility worker module offers the functionality of generating new posi-
tions for a node, to simulate various kinds of mobility behaviours. Each module class
of this worker module implements a mobility behaviour that can be used by a node to
get positions that build its path of movement. For this, the NodeMobility interface
defines one method:

• public Position execute(Position currentPosition); 

This method takes the current position of a node as parameter and returns a
new position to which the node should move to. If the node should remain at its
current position, this method returns a null.

At this time there are three different module classes available for the NodeMobility
worker module. Each of them implements a different mobility behaviour.

No Mobility

This module class is simply a dummy module that should be used when no mobility is
needed. This module class always returns null.

The No Mobility module class knows no parameters.

Random Mobility

This module class implements an uniformly distributed random movement to posi-
tions inside a certain range around the current position. Figure 5-10 shows an example
of a mobility path generated by this module class.

The Random Mobility module class knows two parameters:

• maxDistance: this parameter defines the maximal distance the new posi-

tion may have to the current position. This equals the range around the cur-

rent position in which the new position must be.

mixedError uniformError mixRatio×( ) gaussianError 1 mixRatioñ( )×( )+=
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• movePossibility: this parameter defines the possibility with which a

node moves in one call to the execute method of this module class. If this value

is low, the node only moves around rarely.

Random Path Mobility

This module class also implements a random movement. But in difference to the Ran-
dom Mobility module class, the movements generated by this module class behave
more like movements along paths in the playground.

Every node that uses the Random Path Mobility module class is alternating in a
moving state and a standstill state. When the node changes its state from the standstill
state to the moving state, it first moves a random distance into a random direction.
From now on, while remaining in the moving state, the distance and direction of every
movement step equals the distance and direction of the last step, both independently
altered using gaussian distributed random numbers. Figure 5-10 shows an example of
a mobility path generated by this module class.

Fig. 5-10: Mobility path generated by the Random Mobility module class, with maxDistance=100.
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The Random Path Mobility module class knows 5 parameters:

• maxDistance: this parameter defines the maximal distance a node may

move during its first step after a period without movement.

• speedDeviation: this parameter defines the deviation of the gaussian ran-

dom number that is used to change the speed of movement from one move-

ment step to the next.

Fig. 5-11: Mobility path generated by the Random Path Mobility module class, with maxDis-
tance=50; movePossibility=0.6, stopPossibility=0.1, angleDeviation=0.2, speedDevia-
tion=0.2
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• angleDeviation: this parameter defines the deviation of the gaussian ran-

dom number that is used to change the direction of movement from one

movement step to the next.

• movePossibility: this parameter defines the possibility with which a

node changes its state from the standstill state to the moving state.

• stopPossibility: this parameter defines the possibility with which a

node changes its state from the moving state to the standstill state.

5.11 Util Modules

To also offer flexibility in usage and implementation of certain parts of the Play-
ground, a similar concept as the concept of the worker modules in the nodes was cho-
sen. In the context of the playground, util modules are used instead of worker
modules. 

The name of util modules was chosen firstly to make it easier to distinguish
between them and the worker modules of the nodes, and secondly because for the
playground these modules play more the role of utilities rather than providing core
functionalities.

Figure 5-12 shows the UML design of the util module concept.
Equally to the worker modules, every util module is an interface that offers a lim-

ited number of methods to perform one specialized task. A new util module interface
is introduced every time when a certain task of the Playground may have different pos-
sible implementations.

For each desired implementation of a util module, one module class is needed
that implements the util module interface, and the methods it defines, in the needed
way. This allows easy extensibility of the implementation variations of the Playground.

Differently to the worker module concept, no proxies are used for the util mod-
ules. Instead, at every time there exists only one instance of exactly one of the module
classes of each util module, loaded directly into the playground. It is still possible to
switch the selected module class during runtime, but differently to the worker mod-
ules the deselected util module gets unloaded after a switch to another util module
and therefore looses its internal data and its state.

This difference to the worker module concept was chosen since the util modules
are less likely to be switched during runtime and since they usually will not have any
important internal data. This allowed a simpler software design to implement the util
module concept.
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The next chapter presents all currently available util module and the module
classes belonging to them and chapter 6.4 explains in detail and with an example, how
to implement new module classes.

5.12 Implemented Util Modules

At the moment, the playground element of the NetSim API makes use of two differ-
ent util modules. Figure 5-13 shows the UML design of the actual implementation of
the util module concept, including all currently implemented module classes.

In the design, one can see, that again an abstract class is put between the UtilM-
odule interface and any module classes, as it was already done in the design of the
worker module concept. This abstract class also implements all methods that are com-
mon for all module classes.

Fig. 5-12: UML design of the util module concept.
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In the following chapters each worker module that is used in the playground and all
available module classes for each of them are presented in detail.

5.12.1 Node Scheduler

As already mentioned in chapter 5.10.1, the NetSim API uses a simple nonpre-emp-
tive multi-tasking to simulate the parallel execution of all the nodes in the simulated
mobile ad-hoc-network. This nonpre-emptive multi-tasking is currently used for
example to execute position algorithms or mobility behaviours.

The NodeScheduler util module offers the functionality of a scheduler for the
nonpre-emptive multi-tasking, that can be used to choose the next node that receives
the processor. For this functionality, the NodeScheduler interface defines one method:

Fig. 5-13: UML design of the complete util module concept as it is used by the playground, includ-
ing all available module classes.
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• public Node getNextNode(); 

This method chooses one node out of all available nodes of the playground
and returns it.

Each module class of the NodeScheduler can implement a different scheduling. At
this time there is one module class available. 

Sequential Scheduler

This module class implements a sequential scheduler, also known as round-robin
scheduler. It selects one node after the other, sorted according to the node names. If all
nodes were selected once, it starts again at the beginning.

The Sequential Scheduler knows no parameters.

5.12.2 Position Generator

The PositionGenerator worker module offers the functionality of generating positions
for new nodes that get added to the simulated mobile ad-hoc-network. For this func-
tionality, the PositionGenerator interface defines two methods:

• public Position getNextPosition() 

throws NoPositionFoundException; 

This method generates a position that is contained inside the field of the play-
ground as well as inside the field that was passed to it as second constraint. If no
second constraint is available, only the field of the playground is used as con-
straint for the generated positions.

This method may throw an exception, if no position was found that is con-
tained in both the field of the playground as well as in the second constraint.

• public void setAdditionalConstraint(

Field additionalField); 

This method allows to set a field as second constraint to the position generator
util module. This allows to generate positions that all lie in a a subarea of the field
of the playground.

At this time there are two different module classes available for the PositionGenerator
worker module.
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Random Generator

This module class generates random positions. This module class generates a x-value
and a y-value that lie inside the borders of the field of the playground. These values are
uniformly distributed and generated using the random generator contained in the
java.util package [10], which itself uses an algorithm proposed by D. Knuth in [15],
section 3.2.1.

If the generated position does not fulfil all constraints, a new position is gener-
ated until a position is found that fulfils all constraints or until a maximal number of
positions were tried. If the maximal number of tries is reached, the NoPositionFoun-
dException is thrown.

The Random Generator module class knows no parameters.

Improved Random Generator

This module class works similar to the Random Generator module class. But this
module class uses a different random number generator that was also proposed by D.
Knuth in [15] and that was found in [9]. Especially when used to generate random
points in a plot, this random number generator is an improvement over the one avail-
able in the java.util package.

The Improved Random Generator module class knows no parameters.

5.13 Collections

Since a simulated network may have a large number of network nodes, the NetSim
API provides a number of collections that offer methods that have an effect on all
nodes in the playground.

5.13.1 Node Collection

The most important collection is the NodeCollection. It offers most of the methods
that a single node also offers. But in contrast to a single node, the methods have an
effect on every single node in the simulated network. Mostly this is achieved by simply
calling the corresponding method of every single node in the simulated network.

A slightly different behavior show the methods that offer execution of positioning
and mobility. In a real network, these methods would be executed in parallel in every
node. But as mentioned in chapters 5.10.1 and 5.12.1, the NetSim API uses a nonpre-
emptive multitasking to simulate the parallel execution. For this the NodeCollection
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makes use of the node scheduler of the playground when it needs to execute position-
ing or mobility on all nodes. Instead of simply calling the execute methods of all nodes
in a row, the NodeCollection makes as many calls to the node scheduler as nodes exist
in the simulated network. With every call to the node scheduler one node is returned
and on this returned node the execute method is called.

If the NodeCollection needs to execute more than one step of positioning or
mobility, the node scheduler is called number of steps times the number of nodes in
the network. Again every call to the node scheduler returns one node to the NodeCol-
lection which then calls the execute method of this node.

5.13.2 WorkerModuleProxy Collections

The NodeCollection also offers a number of methods that return so called Worker-
ModuleProxyCollections. For each WorkerModuleProxy in the NetSim API one cor-
responding WorkerModuleProxyCollection exists. A WorkerModuleProxyCollection
offers most of the methods that are offered by a WorkerModuleProxy, but as with the
NodeCollection, the methods of a WorkerModuleProxyCollection has an effect on all
corresponding worker module proxies of all nodes in the simulated network. The
methods of a worker module proxy collection achieve this, by calling the correspond-
ing methods of the worker module proxies of every single node in the simulated net-
work.

5.14 Utilities

In the ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util package, the NetSim API offers a number of utilities.
The functionality of some them is presented in this chapter. 

5.14.1 Resource Meter

In real mobile ad-hoc-networks, it is often required that network nodes should be rel-
atively cheap and low in power-consumption. This requirement may often reduce the
amount of resources available on a network node. Because of this the resource con-
sumption may be a critical criteria when choosing from different algorithms for a cer-
tain service and it would therefore be interesting to measure the resource consumption
of a node for different algorithms during a simulation. The ResourceMeter utility
offers methods to do this.

At the current state of implementation, the resource meter can measure the used
amount of three different types of resources:
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• Communication: this measures the amount of communication needed by a

node. This resource would mainly affect the power-consumption of a real net-

work node.

• Memory: this measures the amount of memory that is needed inside a node.

This resource would mainly affect the hardware-cost of a real network node.

• Processor: this measures the amount of processing that is needed inside a node.

This resource would affect both, the hardware-cost and the power-consump-

tion of a real network node.

To use the resource meter its methods must be called everywhere in the code where
resources are needed. Therefore if a new position algorithm is implemented and the
resource meter should measure its resource consumption, the position algorithm must
call the resource meter every time a resource gets consumed. A difference make calls to
all methods of the bluetooth service of a node, which automatically add the consumed
communication resources to the resource meter.

5.14.2 Logging

The complete NetSim API was implemented with extensive and detailed logging out-
put. For the logging functionality the new java.util.logging package of the J2SDK
1.4.0 was used. 

This logging package defines several different logging levels. The NetSim API
makes use of the following logging levels defined by the logging package:

• SEVERE: this level is not used currently.

• WARNING: this level is not used currently.

• INFO: this level is used to log the output when the info methods of a node or

of the playground gets called.

• CONFIG: this level is used to log any changes of parameters.

• FINE: this level is used to log the input and output of all important methods

of the NetSim API.

• FINER: this level is used to log the internal data or flow of a method. 
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• FINEST: this level is not used currently.

To log messages, the logging package uses a number of so called loggers. Every logger
may independently be configured to only log messages of a certain log level and above.
When using a number of different loggers, this concept allows very detailed configura-
tion of the log output. Currently the NetSim API makes use of eleven loggers:

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.distancequantizor

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.errorsimulator

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.nodemobility

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positionalgorithm

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioncalculator

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positionestimator

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.playground

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.playground.ether

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.playground.positiongenerator

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.playground.nodescheduler

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.simulation

• ch.ethz.tik.netsim.boot

Each of these loggers is used by the classes that correspond to the logger names. Thus
for example a module class of the error simulator worker module writes its log output
to the ch.ethz.tik.netsim.errorsimulator logger.

The log output of all these loggers is currently written to the console and to a log-
file that can be set by using the setupLogging() method of the LogUtil class. If no log-
file is set up, a log-file named log.txt is used.

Appendix E contains the configuration file used to configure the log-output of
the NetSim API. 
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5.14.3 Matlab® Export

To allow a user-friendly and powerful analysis of the simulated data, the MatlabUtil
offers a number of methods to export the simulated data, contained in the nodes and
in the playground, into files, using the Matlab®-ASCII format.

The data of these files can then be imported into Matlab® by using the following
command:

load filename.mat -ASCII

5.15 Controller front-ends

As already mentioned in chapter 5.4, the NetSim API cannot be used as a stand-alone
application, instead a controller front-end must be used. The design of NetSim as an
API allows it to implement many different controller front-ends in a flexible way. Fig-
ure 5-14 shows the relationship between the NetSim API and different controller
front-ends.

Fig. 5-14: Relationship between the NetSim API and various controller interfaces.
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As one can see from the diagram in Figure 5-14, a NetSim controller front-end
only needs an instance of a Playground object. Due to the tree-like structure of all ele-
ments in the NetSim API, with the Playground as root element, the front-end can
access and control the complete NetSim API from this Playground instance.

5.16 Implemented controller front-ends

Currently the NetSim API can be used with two different kinds of controller front-
ends.

GUI

In his semester project, S. Tschumi developed a full GUI for the NetSim API. Figure
5-15 shows a screenshot of this API. For a users guide to the GUI please refer to S.
Tschumis semester thesis [22].

Fig. 5-15: Screenshot of the NetSim GUI.
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Simulations

Additionally to the use of NetSim with the GUI, the API can also be used inside pro-
grammed simulations. For a developers guide how to implement simulations with the
NetSim API and for a full example please see chapter 6.

5.17 Future Developments

The first version of the NetSim API was developed in a very short time. Even when a
large number of functionalities are already implemented, there are still many possibili-
ties for future developments and improvements. This chapter presents some ideas,
structured into several areas, for future developments and for improvements of the
NetSim API.

5.17.1 Performance

One of the design principles which can be found in many software development
guidelines is “first make it work, then make it fast”, e.g. [6]. It is because of this that
the first generation of a software mostly is not performance-tuned [20].

This is also true for the NetSim API, which is not performance-tuned in its cur-
rent state. To overcome this problem, a profiling of the NetSim API should be made,
to find the performance bottlenecks and to fix them.

5.17.2 Node Communication Capabilities

Currently most of the communication between two nodes in the simulated network is
based on calling each others methods, it is only the PositioningAlgorithm worker
module that offers a basic capability to exchange any kind of messages between the
position algorithm module classes of two nodes.

The communication by calling methods is the fastest in execution and the easiest
to use. But as a trade-off, it does not model the communication as it is in a real envi-
ronment and furthermore a new method needs to be defined every time a new kind of
message needs to be exchanged between nodes.

A communication model much more mighty would be an implementation based
on communication channels. When sending a message, a node would send the mes-
sage to the communication channel which would deliver it to the receiving node. Any
kind of messages could be exchanged in this way.

The communication model would become even more mighty by using protocol
interpreters for the exchanged messages. These would allow a node to write a message
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using the syntax of a well-defined protocol. Thus the NetSim API could for example
use the bluetooth communication protocol syntax for the communication between
nodes.

The ability to exchange arbitrary messages would it also make easy to extend the
NetSim API to simulate routing or any other tasks in mobile ad-hoc networks.

5.17.3 Worker Module Classes

Any module classes one can think of may be implemented to extend the NetSim API.
Here only two possible module classes are mentioned that build up on two existing
module classes and that could therefore be implemented as an easy exercise.

IIR

This module class would implement an IIR filter for the PositionEstimator worker
module and could be extended easily from the existing FIR filter module.

Quadratic Quantizor

This module class would implement a quadratic quantizor scheme for the Distance-
Quantizor worker module, as it is described in chapter . This module class could be
extended easily from the existing Linear Quantizor module.

5.17.4 Geometry

There are two utilities that would be useful for the geometry package.

Line of Sight

The haveLineOfSight() method of the Field class is not implemented yet. This
method would check whether two points inside the field have a line of sight or
whether any obstacles lie between them. In collaboration with the same method in the
Ether class, any damping through obstacles could be implemented and could therefore
simulate the environment with obstacles more realistic.

Field in XML

It would be useful if the field for a simulation could be defined externally in a XML
file. Then it would not be needed any more to compile any source code before changes
in the geometry of the field become effective.
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5.17.5 Controller Front-Ends

Even though it is believed that the two existing controller front-ends, the GUI and the
usage of the API in programmed simulations, do offer all needed functionality, other
controller front-ends are possible.

Console front-end

The console front-end would implement a front-end to control a simulation from the
console of a machine, by typing in commands. This was the way, the old simulator
was controlled.

Interpreter front-end

The interpreter front-end would implement an interface to use the NetSim API with
programmed simulations written in a language different to Java. Any scripting lan-
guage or even an own defined syntax could be used. To implement this interpreter
front-end, the interpreter pattern, proposed by E. Gamma et al. [8] could be used. In
his book, B. Eckel gives an example, where he uses Python to control a Java API.

5.17.6 Analysis Tools

One functionality that would improve the analysis capabilities of the NetSim API
would be the ability to move backward and forward in the simulation history. Espe-
cially in collaboration with the GUI, this would allow to analyse the results of auto-
mated simulations step by step. Besides this, this tool would also be very useful for
presentations.

To implement the ability to move around in the simulation history, a global time
must be introduced to the NetSim API. Currently every node manages its own posi-
tion histories that all start when the node estimates his position for the first time.
However, since different nodes may estimate their first position at different simulation
times, this internal history cannot be used as-is. 

One solution to overcome this problem would be a lookup-table inside every
node, which links the internal time of the position histories to the global time of the
NetSim API.
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0 0

0Outlook

Using quantized distance measurements for positioning tasks in mobile ad-hoc net-

work would allow to implement relatively simple and cheap distance measurements

devices that could mainly be built with a number of simple comparators.

The results found in this thesis show that with a good network topology the

quantization of the measured distances does not remarkably worse the positioning

precision in relation to an error-prone continuous distance measurement.

Instead it could be shown that two other sources of errors have much more influ-

ence to the quality of positioning. This is firstly the unreflected usage of measured dis-

tances and calculated results and secondly the influence of the network topology. Both

of these problems seem to hide the potential for very large improvements of the posi-

tioning precision in mobile ad-hoc networks.

To grapple with the first problem, a network node could try to make some reflec-

tions on its measured and calculated data. Every network device should try to make

some assumptions of its own limitations and of the environment it is in as well as of

the neighboring network nodes. It could then try to assess the validity of measured

and calculated data in relation to the taken assumptions. Like this it should be possible

to detect and discard very large positioning errors or impossible distance values.

The influence of the network topology, especially of the number of neighboring

nodes and their distribution showed to have a of major impact to the positioning pre-

cision. A network node should try to get some knowledge of the topology of its neigh-

boring network nodes before calculating any position. 

For this first the different possible network topologies and their influence to the

positioning precision should be investigated in detail. Most probably this would lead

to a number of classes of topologies that could be distinguished from each other.

According to these classes a network node could try to classify the topology of its own

neighboring network nodes and based on the knowledge of the class a network node

could take counter measurement against possible bad influences of this certain topol-

ogy or could at least get an estimation of the precision of its calculated position.
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1Simulation Data of the Isolated Network Node

A.1 Quantization
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Fig. A-1: This figure shows the graphs of Figure 3-2, Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 for an ascending
number of anchors. (Part I)
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Fig. A-2: This figure shows the graphs of Figure 3-2, Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 for an ascending
number of anchors. (Part II)
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A.2 Number of Anchors

Fig. A-3: This figure shows Figure 3-6 for varying number of error rates.
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A.3 Network Topologies with very large Errors

Fig. A-4: This figure shows more randomly selected network topologies as in Figure 3-9. (Part I)
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Fig. A-5: This figure shows more randomly selected network topologies as in Figure 3-9. (Part II)
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00 AppendixB

2Simulation Data of the Complete Network

B.1 Quantization and Errors
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Fig. B-1: The same data as in Figure 4-2 after 20 steps of iteration.
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Fig. B-2: The same data as in Figure 4-3 after 20 steps of iteration.
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Fig. B-3: The same data as in Figure 4-2 after 40 steps of iteration.
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Fig. B-4: The same data as in Figure 4-3 after 40 steps of iteration.
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Fig. B-5: The same data as in Figure 4-2 after 60 steps of iteration.
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Fig. B-6: The same data as in Figure 4-3 after 60 steps of iteration.
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Fig. B-7: The same data as in Figure 4-2 after 80 steps of iteration.
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Fig. B-8: The same data as in Figure 4-3 after 80 steps of iteration.
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00 AppendixC

3UML Diagrams

The following diagrams show the design of the NetSim API in UML. These diagrams

were generated directly from the source code, using JVision [14].

For the sake of the clarity, the diagrams only show the “is-a” relations of the soft-

ware but not the “has-a” relations.
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C.1 Overview

Fig. C-1: Overview of the NetSim API
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C.2 Package Core

Fig. C-2: UML of the ch.ethz.tik.netsim.core package.
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C.3 Package Node

Fig. C-3: UML of the ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node package and its subpackages, without the Worker-
Module concept.
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Fig. C-4: UML of the WorkerModule concept of the ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node package and its sub-
packages.
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C.4 Package Geometry

Fig. C-5: UML of the ch.ethz.tik.netsim.geometry package.
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C.5 Package Util

Fig. C-6: UML of the ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util package.
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00 AppendixD

4Parameters

D.1 Parameters XML Document Type Description

parameters.dtd

<!-- DTD for a Parameters tree. -->

<!ELEMENT parameters (node)>

<!ELEMENT node (map, node*)>

<!ATTLIST node name CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT map (entry*)>

<!ELEMENT entry (name,tip,range,desc)?>

<!ATTLIST entry key CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ATTLIST entry value CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT tip (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT range (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT desc (#PCDATA)>

D.2 Default Parameters XML

defauts.xml

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<!DOCTYPE parameters SYSTEM "parameters.dtd">

<parameters>

<node name="root">

<map>

</map>
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<node name="Playground">

<map>

<entry key="nodeScheduler" value="ch.ethz.tik.net-

sim.core.SequentialScheduler"></entry>

<entry key="positionGenerator" value="ch.ethz.tik.net-

sim.core.ImprovedRandomPositionGenerator"></entry>

</map>

<node name="NodeScheduler">

<map>

</map>

<node name="SequentialScheduler">

<map>

</map>

</node>

</node>

<node name="PositionGenerator">

<map>

</map>

<node name="RandomPositionGenerator">

<map>

</map>

</node>

<node name="ImprovedRandomPositionGenerator">

<map>

</map>

</node>

</node>

<node name="Node">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name>Node Parameters</name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>All parameters about all nodes in the playground 

can be set here.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="range" value="100">

<name>Range</name>

<tip>communication range</tip>

<range>>0</range>
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<desc>This parameter defines the communication range 

of the node.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="historyLength" value="-1">

<name>History Length</name>

<tip>length of position histories</tip>

<range>[>=0|-1]</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the maximal length of the 

position histories that are saved inside the nodes memory. If set 

to -1, an infinite number of positions are saved in the histories. 

Note that the position history lengths may influence the results of 

the position estimator.</desc>

</entry>

</map>

<node name="PositionAlgorithm">

<map>

<entry key="loadModules" value="ch.ethz.tik.net-

sim.node.positioning.SimplePA"></entry>

</map>

<node name="SimplePA">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name>Position Algorithm</name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>Simple Position Algorithm</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="minMeasurements" value="3">

<name>Minimum Measurements</name>

<tip>minimal number of needed measurements</tip>

<range>>0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the minimal number of 

position/distance paris that are needed before the own current 

position should be calculated.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="maxMeasurements" value="7">

<name>Maximum measurements</name>

<tip>maxiaml number of measurements used</tip>

<range>>0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the maximal number of 

position/distance pairs that should be used to calculate the own 

position.</desc>

</entry>

</map>
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</node>

</node>

<node name="PositionCalculator">

<map>

<entry key="loadModules" value="ch.ethz.tik.net-

sim.node.positioning.QR"></entry>

</map>

<node name="QR">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name>Position Calculator</name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>There are no parameters to set for the QR 

Algorithm.</desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

</node>

<node name="PositionEstimator">

<map>

<entry key="loadModules" value="ch.ethz.tik.net-

sim.node.positioning.FIR,ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.position-

ing.Mean,ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioning.Median"></entry>

</map>

<node name="Mean">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name> </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>For the Mean Position Estimator, there are 

no parameters to be set. </desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

<node name="Median">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name> </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>
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<desc>For the Median Position Estimator, there are 

no parameters to be set. </desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

<node name="FIR">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name>Position Estimator </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>FIR  </desc>

</entry>

<entry key="firCoefficients" 

value="1,.9,.8,.7,.6,.5,.4,.3,.2,.1">

<name>FIR Coefficients</name>

<tip>filter coefficients</tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>This parameter defines the filter coeffi-

cients of the FIR filter that should be used. Teh value of this 

parameter must be a comma-separated list of double values of the 

form "c[0],c[1],c[2],...,c[M]" for a FIR filter of length M.</

desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

</node>

<node name="NodeMobility">

<map>

<entry key="loadModules" value="ch.ethz.tik.net-

sim.node.mobility.RandomPathMobility,ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.mobil

ity.RandomMobility,ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.mobility.NoMobility"></

entry>

</map>

<node name="NoMobility">

<map>

</map>

</node>

<node name="RandomMobility">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name>Node Mobility </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>
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<desc>Random Mobility</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="movePossibility" value="0.5">

<name>Move Possibility</name>

<tip>possiblity to move</tip>

<range>[0,1]</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the possiblity with 

which a node moves in one call to the execute method of this mod-

ule. If this value is low, the node only moves around rarely.</

desc>

</entry>

<entry key="maxDistance" value="100">

<name>Maximal Distance</name>

<tip>maxiaml distance to move</tip>

<range>>=0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the maximal distance 

the new position may have to the current position. This equals the 

range around the current position in which the new position must 

be.</desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

<node name="RandomPathMobility">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name> </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>RandomPathMobility </desc>

</entry>

<entry key="angleDeviation" value="0.3">

<name>Angle Deviation</name>

<tip>deviation of the angle of direction</tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>This paremeter defines the deviation of the 

gaussian random number that is used to change the direction of 

movement from one movement step to the next.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="speedDeviation" value="0.2">

<name>Speed Deviation</name>

<tip>deviation of the speed of movement</tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>This parameter defines the deviation of the 

gaussian random number that is used to change the speed of movement 

from one movement step to the next.</desc>

</entry>
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<entry key="movePossibility" value="0.3">

<name>Move Possibility</name>

<tip>possiblity to change into moving state</tip>

<range>[0,1]</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the possibility with 

which a node changes its state from the standstill state to the 

moving state. </desc>

</entry>

<entry key="stopPossibility" value="0.1">

<name>Stop Possibility</name>

<tip>possibility to change into stillstand state</

tip>

<range>[0,1]</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the possibility with 

which a node changes its state from the moving state to the still-

stand state. </desc>

</entry>

<entry key="maxDistance" value="50">

<name>Maximal Distance</name>

<tip>maximal distanc to move for the initial move-

ment</tip>

<range>>=0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the maximal distance 

a node may move during its first step after a changing from the 

stillstand state to the moving state.</desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

</node>

<node name="DistanceQuantizor">

<map>

<entry key="loadModules" value="ch.ethz.tik.net-

sim.node.bluetooth.LinearQuantizor"></entry>

</map>

<node name="LinearQuantizor">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name>Distance Quantizor </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>LinearQuantizor </desc>

</entry>

<entry key="steps" value="0">

<name>Steps</name>
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<tip>number of steps</tip>

<range>[>0|-1]</range>

<desc>This parametr defines how many quantization 

steps should be sued by this quantizor. The quantizor divides the 

communication range of the node into this number of equal parts 

that are then used as quantization intervals. If the value of this 

parameter is set to -1, no quantization is applied ot the dis-

tances.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="range" value="100">

<name>Range</name>

<tip>communication range of the node</tip>

<range>>0</range>

<desc>This parameter contains the communication 

range of the node in which the quantizor is used.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="limit" value="false">

<name>Limit</name>

<tip>use limitation?</tip>

<range>[true|false]</range>

<desc>This parameter holds a boolean value that 

defines, whether the quantizor should apply a limit to the dis-

tances or not. If this parameter is set to true, all distance 

returned by the quantizor will have a maximal value that equals the 

communication range of the node.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="ratio" value="0.5">

<name>Ratio</name>

<tip>ratio of the quantization point</tip>

<range>[0,1]</range>

<desc>This parameter defines which point inside a 

quantization interval should be used as resut for a distance that 

lies in this interval. When set to 1, the lower border of the quan-

tization interval is used, when set to 0, the upper border of the 

quantization interval is used, when set to any value between 0 and 

1, a point insde the quantization interval is used.</desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

</node>

<node name="ErrorSimulator">

<map>

<entry key="loadModules" value="ch.ethz.tik.net-

sim.node.bluetooth.MixedError,ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.blue-
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tooth.GaussianError,ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.bluetooth.UniformError

"></entry>

</map>

<node name="UniformError">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name> </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>Uniform Error </desc>

</entry>

<entry key="errorRate" value="0.3">

<name>Error Rate</name>

<tip>error rate to use</tip>

<range>>=0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the error rate of the 

simulated errors.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="proportional" value="false">

<name>Proportional</name>

<tip>errors proportional to distance?</tip>

<range>[true|false]</range>

<desc>This parameter holds a boolean value that 

defines whether the simulated error should be proportional to the 

measured distance or not. If this parameter is set to true, the 

measured distance is used as error range, otherwise the value of 

the range parameter is used.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="range" value="100">

<name>Range</name>

<tip>range of the errors</tip>

<range>>0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the range of errors, 

if the proportional parameter is set to false.</desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

<node name="GaussianError">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name>Error Simulator </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>Gaussian Error </desc>

</entry>

<entry key="deviation" value="0.3">
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<name>Deviation</name>

<tip>deviation of the standard gaussian distribu-

tion</tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>This parameter defines the standard devia-

tion of the gaussian distribution that is used to generate the ran-

dom errors.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="proportional" value="false">

<name>Proportional</name>

<tip>errors proportional to distance?</tip>

<range>[true|false]</range>

<desc>This parameter holds a boolean value that 

defines whether the simulated error should be proportional to the 

measured distance or not. If this parameter is set to true, the 

measured distance is used as error range, otherwise the value of 

the range parameter is used.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="limit" value="200">

<name>Limit</name>

<tip>limit for generated errors</tip>

<range>[>0|-1]</range>

<desc>This parameter defines a limit for the gen-

erated errors. since the range of error numbers with a gaussian 

distribution is infinitive, this parameter, if set to a positive 

value, allows to introduce a limit.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="range" value="100">

<name>Range</name>

<tip>range to use</tip>

<range>>0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the range that should 

be used to multiply the random errors with, if propotional is set 

to false.</desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

<node name="MixedError">

<map>

<entry key="guiDescription" value="">

<name> </name>

<tip> </tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>Mixed Error </desc>

</entry>

<entry key="uniformErrorRate" value="0.3">
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<name>Uniform Error Rate</name>

<tip>error rate of the uniform error part</tip>

<range>>=0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the error rate of the 

uniform error part.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="uniformProportional" value="false">

<name>Uniform Proportional</name>

<tip>uniform error part propotional to 

diestance?</tip>

<range>[true|false]</range>

<desc>This parameter holds a boolean value that 

defines whether the uniform error part should be proportional to 

the measured distance or not. If this parameter is set to true, the 

measured distance is used as error range, otherwise the value of 

the Uniform Range parameter is used.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="uniformRange" value="100">

<name>Uniform Range</name>

<tip>range of the uniform error part</tip>

<range>>0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the range of the uni-

form errors, if the Uniform Proportional parameter is set to 

false.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="gaussianDeviation" value="0.3">

<name>Deviation</name>

<tip>deviation of the standard gaussian distribu-

tion</tip>

<range> </range>

<desc>This parameter defines the standard devia-

tion of the gaussian distribution that is used to generate the ran-

dom errors.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="gaussianProportional" value="false">

<name>Proportional</name>

<tip>errors proportional to distance?</tip>

<range>[true|false]</range>

<desc>This parameter holds a boolean value that 

defines whether the simulated error should be proportional to the 

measured distance or not. If this parameter is set to true, the 

measured distance is used as error range, otherwise the value of 

the range parameter is used.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="gaussianLimit" value="200">

<name>Limit</name>
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<tip>limit for generated errors</tip>

<range>[>0|-1]</range>

<desc>This parameter defines a limit for the gen-

erated errors. since the range of error numbers with a gaussian 

distribution is infinitive, this parameter, if set to a positive 

value, allows to introduce a limit.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="gaussianRange" value="100">

<name>Range</name>

<tip>range to use</tip>

<range>>0</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the range that should 

be used to multiply the random errors with, if propotional is set 

to false.</desc>

</entry>

<entry key="mixRatio" value="0.5">

<name>Mix Ratio</name>

<tip>the ratio to mix the errors</tip>

<range>[0,1]</range>

<desc>This parameter defines the ratio with which 

the generated uniform errors and the gaussian errors get mixed. The 

mixed error is composed form the uniform error and the gaussian 

error by useing the mixRatio as follows:\n mixedError = (uniformEr-

ror x mixRatio) + (gaussianError x (1 - mixRatio))</desc>

</entry>

</map>

</node>

</node>

</node>

</node>

</node>

</parameters>
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5Logging

E.1 Logging Configuration File

logging.properties

############################################################
#  NetSim Logging Configuration File
#
# See the logging.properties file in the JRE/lib folder and
# the java.util.logging documentation for more information
############################################################

############################################################
#  Global handler
############################################################

handlers= java.util.logging.ConsoleHandler
.level = ALL

############################################################
# Handler specific properties.
# Describes specific configuration info for Handlers.
############################################################

# file output handler
java.util.logging.FileHandler.level = ALL
java.util.logging.FileHandler.formatter = 
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.LogFormatter

# console output handler
java.util.logging.ConsoleHandler.level = ALL
java.util.logging.ConsoleHandler.formatter = 
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.LogFormatter

############################################################
# Logger specific properties.
# Provides extra control for each logger.
############################################################
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ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.distancequantizor.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.errorsimulator.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.nodemobility.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positionalgorithm.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioncalculator.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positionestimator.level = INFO

ch.ethz.tik.netsim.playground.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.playground.ether.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.playground.positiongenerator.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.playground.nodescheduler.level = INFO

ch.ethz.tik.netsim.boot.level = INFO
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.simulation.level = INFO
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6Code Examples

This appendix contains a number of examples and guides how to use NetSim for pro-

grammed simulation and how to extend the NetSim API with new worker moduels or

util modules. 

F.1 Example of a Programmed Simulation

F.1.1 Java Source 

SimQ1.java
/* 
 * SimQ1.java
 * 
 * Copyright © 2002
 *
 * Authors:
 * Ernesto Wandeler, ewandele@ee.ethz.ch
 * (add your name and email here)
 *
 *================================================================
 * CHANGE LOG
 *================================================================
 *
 * DateAuthorChanges made
 *----------------------------------------------------------------
 * 2002/06/19ErnestoInitial Skeleton and Program
 *
 */

package netsim;

import java.lang.*;
import java.util.*;
import java.util.logging.*;
import java.io.*;
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import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.core.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.gui.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.geometry.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioning.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.bluetooth.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.mobility.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.*;

public class SimQ1
{
public static final String PARAM_FILE = "simq1.xml";

public final static String NAME = "SimQ1";
 public final static String TAB = LogUtil.TAB;

private static Logger logger = 
Logger.getLogger("ch.ethz.tik.netsim.simulation");

private static String trailer = "[" + NAME + "] ";

public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception
{

int[] nArray = new int[] {3,4,7,10};
double[] eArray = new double[] {0,.1,.2,.3,.4,.6,.8,1};
int[] qArray = new int[] {1,2,3,5,10,0,-1};

int mStart = 0;
int mLength = 1000;
int nLength = nArray.length;
int eLength = eArray.length;
int qLength = qArray.length;
int sLength = 5;
int sSize = 10;

double connectivity = 0;

if (args[0] != null && args[1] != null) {
mStart = ConvUtil.str2int(args[0]);
mLength = ConvUtil.str2int(args[1]);

}

TimerUtil timer = new TimerUtil();

LogUtil.setupLogging();

logger.info(trailer + "Starting...\n" 
+ trailer + "--------------------------------------\n"
+ trailer + "\n");

Parameters params = Parameters
.importParameters(PARAM_FILE);

params = params.getNode("/Playground");
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Shape r1 = new Rectangle(0,500,500,500);
Field field = new Field();
field.addArea(r1);

Playground playground = new PlaygroundImpl(params, field);
ResourceMeter.masterDisable();

int m = 0;
for (int mCounter = 0; mCounter < mLength; mCounter++) {

m = mStart + mCounter;
timer.start("m");

for (int n = 0; n < nLength; n++) {
timer.start("n");
do {

playground.addManyNodes(
params.getChild("Node"), false, 2);

playground.addManyNodes(
params.getChild("Node"), true, 1);

connectivity = playground
.getAvgConnectivity();

} while (connectivity < nArray[n]);
for (int e = 0; e < eLength; e++) {

playground.getNodeCollection()
.getErrorSimulatorProxyCollection()

.setParameter(
GaussianError.PARAM_DEVIATION, 
"" + eArray[e]);

for (int q = 0; q < qLength; q++) {
logger.info(trailer + "Simulate m=" + m 

+ "; n=" + nArray[n] 
+ "; e=" + eArray[e] 
+ "; q=" + qArray[q] 
+ "; ...\n");

if (qArray[q] == -1) {
playground.getNodeCollection()
.getDistanceQuantizorProxyCollection()

.setParameter(LinearQuantizor
.PARAM_LIMIT,

"false");
playground.getNodeCollection()
.getDistanceQuantizorProxyCollection()

.setParameter(
LinearQuantizor.PARAM_STEPS,

"0");
} else {

playground.getNodeCollection()
.getDistanceQuantizorProxyCollection()

.setParameter(
LinearQuantizor.PARAM_LIMIT,

"true");
playground.getNodeCollection()
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.getDistanceQuantizorProxyCollection()
.setParameter(

LinearQuantizor.PARAM_STEPS,
"" + qArray[q]);

}
for (int s = 0; s < sLength; s++) {

playground.getNodeCollection()
.executePositioning(sSize);

playground.getNodeCollection()
.exportToMatlab(
NodeCollection.ESTIMATED_ERROR, 

"m" + m + "_n" + n + "_e" + e 
+ "_q" + q + "_s" + s 
+ "_estErrors.mat");

}
playground.resetAllState();

}
}
PlaygroundLoader.save("m" + m + "_n" 

+ n + "_pg.ns", playground);
playground.resetState();
timer.stop("n");
logger.info(LogUtil.timer(timer,trailer,""));

}
timer.stop("m");
logger.info(LogUtil.timer(timer,trailer,""));

}
}
}

F.1.2 Parameters

simq1.xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE parameters SYSTEM "parameters.dtd">

<parameters>
<node name="root">

<map></map>

<node name="Playground">
<map>

<entry key="nodeScheduler" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.core.SequentialScheduler"></entry>

<entry key="positionGenerator" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.core.ImprovedRandomPositionGenerator"></
entry>

</map>

<node name="NodeScheduler">
<map></map>
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<node name="SequentialScheduler">
<map></map>

</node>
</node>

<node name="PositionGenerator">
<map></map>
<node name="ImprovedRandomPositionGenerator">

<map></map>
</node>

</node>

<node name="Node">
<map>

<entry key="range" value="100"></entry>
<entry key="historyLength" value="-1"></entry>

</map>

<node name="PositionAlgorithm">
<map>

<entry key="loadModules" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioning.SimplePA"></entry>

</map>
<node name="SimplePA">

<map>
<entry key="minMeasurements" value="3"></entry>
<entry key="maxMeasurements" value="-1"></entry>

</map>
</node>

</node>

<node name="PositionCalculator">
<map>

<entry key="loadModules" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioning.QR"></entry>

</map>
<node name="QR">

<map>
</map>

</node>
</node>

<node name="PositionEstimator">
<map>

<entry key="loadModules" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.positioning.FIR"></entry>

</map>
<node name="FIR">

<map>
<entry key="firCoefficients" 

value="1,.9,.8,.7,.6,.5,.4,.3,.2,.1"></entry>
</map>

</node>
</node>
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<node name="NodeMobility">
<map>

<entry key="loadModules" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.mobility.NoMobility"></entry>

</map>
<node name="NoMobility">

<map></map>
</node>

</node>

<node name="DistanceQuantizor">
<map>

<entry key="loadModules" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.bluetooth.LinearQuantizor"></entry>

</map>
<node name="LinearQuantizor">

<map>
<entry key="steps" value="0"></entry>
<entry key="range" value="100"></entry>
<entry key="limit" value="false"></entry>
<entry key="ratio" value="0.5"></entry>

</map>
</node>

</node>

<node name="ErrorSimulator">
<map>

<entry key="loadModules" 
value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.bluetooth.GaussianError"></entry>

</map>
<node name="GaussianError">

<map>
<entry key="deviation" value="0"></entry>
<entry key="proportional" value="false"></entry>
<entry key="limit" value="-1"></entry>
<entry key="range" value="100"></entry>

</map>
</node>

</node>
</node>

</node>
</node>
</parameters>

F.2 Example of the Definition of a Field

For the definition of the field it has to be noted that the axis shown in the GUI and

used in Java do not correspond to the axis used for the field definition. The reason is
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that Java does not use a correct Cartesian system of coordinates, instead the direction

of the y- axis is wrong in Java.

Because of this the following transformations have to be applied:

(1)

(2)

Source Code

Shape c1 = new Circle(0,700,125);
Shape c2 = new Circle(0,250,125);
Shape c3 = new Circle(450,700,125);
Shape c4 = new Circle(450,250,125);
Shape c5 = new Circle(100,600,25);
Shape c6 = new Circle(100,150,25);
Shape c7 = new Circle(550,600,25);
Shape c8 = new Circle(550,150,25);
Shape r1 = new Rectangle(100,600,500,50);
Shape r2 = new Rectangle(100,150,500,50);
Shape r3 = new Rectangle(100,575,50,500);
Shape r4 = new Rectangle(550,600,50,500);
Field field = new Field();
field.addArea(r1);
field.addArea(r2);
field.addArea(r3);
field.addArea(r4);
field.addArea(c1);
field.addArea(c2);
field.addArea(c3);
field.addArea(c4);
field.addObstacle(c5);
field.addObstacle(c6);
field.addObstacle(c7);
field.addObstacle(c8);

xfield xdisplay=

yfield ydisplaymax ydisplayñ=
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Resulting Field

F.3 Implementing new Worker Modules

This chapter guides through the most important steps to implement new worker
module classes. The code used in the example is from the RandomMobility module
class.

To start implementing a new worker module class, it is recommended to take the
source code of any of the existing module classes, preferrably of one which implements
the same worker module as the new one will, and save it with the new class name.
Starting from this copied source file, the following sections will explain every line that
needs to be changed.

public class RandomMobility extends 
AbstractWorkerModule implements NodeMobility, 
Serializable {

Fig. F-1: Field resulting from the field definition code shown before.
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In this line change the existing class name to reflect the new class name.

public final static String NAME = "RandomMobility";

Here change the value of the NAME attribute to relflect the new class name.

public static final String DEFAULT_PARAM_PATH = 
"/Playground/Node/NodeMobility/RandomMobility";

Here change the value of the parameter path in the default parameters file which leads
to the parameters node for the new module class.

// Parameter Keys
public static final String PARAM_MAX_DISTANCE = 
"maxDistance";
public static final String PARAM_MOVE_POSSIBILITY = 
"movePossibility";

Define here the parameter keys for all needed parameters. These are the keys that need
to be used in the parameters XML file to specify the parameters.

// Parameters
private double maxDistance = 0;
private double movePossibility = 0;

Declare here the attributes for all parameters defined above.

// Fields for Implementation
private static Random randomNumberGenerator = 
new Random(System.currentTimeMillis());

Declare here the attributes that are needed for internal use of the module class.

public RandomMobility(Parameters parameters, Node 
node) throws InvalidParameterKeyException, 
InvalidParameterValueException, 
IncompleteParametersException, Exception {}

Here change the name of the constructor to reflect the name of the new module class.
Inside the constructor initialize any needed attributes for the new module class.

public Position execute(Position currentPosition) {}

Implement this method with the functionality of the new module class.

public String getParameter(String key) throws 
InvalidParameterKeyException {}

Change this method to return the values of the parameters of the new module class.
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public void setParameter(String key, String value) 
throws InvalidParameterKeyException, 
InvalidParameterValueException {}

Change this method to set the values of the parameters of the new module class. This
method may also implement range-checks for the passed parameters.

public static void main(String[] args) throws 
Exception {}

Implement the main method of the class with a small module test. This is not needed
to use the module class, but is useful for debugging and module testing.

After completing these implementation steps, the new module class is almost ready to
use. Only the parameters XML file needs to be updated to define the parameters for
the new module class. 

Add a new parameters node at the correct position inside the defaults parameter
file and set all needed elements and attributes:

<node name="RandomMobility">
<map>
<entry key="guiDescription" value="">
<name>Random Mobility</name>
<tip> </tip>
<range> </range>
<desc>The Random Mobility module implements an

uniformly distributed random movement to positions
inside a certain range around the current position.</
desc>

</entry>
<entry key="movePossibility" value="0.5">
<name>Move Possibility</name>
<tip>possiblity to move</tip>
<range>[0,1]</range>
<desc>This parameter defines the possiblity with

which a node moves in one call to the execute method of
this module. If this value is low, the node only moves
around rarely.</desc>

</entry>
<entry key="maxDistance" value="100">
<name>Maximal Distance</name>
<tip>maxiaml distance to move</tip>
<range>>=0</range>
<desc>This parameter defines the maximal distance

the new position may have to the current position. This
equals the range around the current position in which
the new position must be.</desc>

</entry>
</map>

</node>
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If the new module should be loaded automatically on startup-time, it needs to be
added to the loadModule parameter of the worker module.

<node name="NodeMobility">
<map>
<entry key="loadModules"

value="ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.mobility.RandomMobility,
ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.mobility.NoMobility"></entry>
</map>

Now the new module class should be ready to be used. The complete code of the used

example can be found in the next section.

F.4 Example of a Worker Module Class

RandomMobility.java

/* 
 * RandomMobility.java
 * 
 * Copyright © 2002
 *
 * Authors:
 * Ernesto Wandeler, ewandele@ee.ethz.ch
 * (add your name and email here)
 *
 *================================================================
 * CHANGE LOG
 *================================================================
 *
 * DateAuthorChanges made
 *----------------------------------------------------------------
 * 2002/06/07ErnestoInitial Skeleton
 *
 */

package ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.mobility;

import java.lang.*;
import java.io.Serializable;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.Random;
import java.util.logging.*;
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import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.core.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.geometry.*;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.geometry.Position;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.ConvUtil;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.LogFormatter;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.LogUtil;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.Parameters;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.IncompleteParametersException;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.InvalidParameterKeyException;
import ch.ethz.tik.netsim.util.InvalidParameterValueException;

/** 
 * RandomMobility is an implementation of the NodeMoblity 
 * Interface.
 * <p>
 * This module implements an uniformly distributed random 
 * movement to positions inside a certain range around the 
 * current position.
 * <p>
 * 
 * @author Ernesto Wandeler (ewandele@ee.ethz.ch)
 * @version 1.0
 */
public class RandomMobility extends AbstractWorkerModule 

implements NodeMobility, Serializable {

 public final static String NAME = "RandomMobility";
 public final static String TAB = LogUtil.TAB;

public static final String DEFAULT_PARAM_PATH = 
"/Playground/Node/NodeMobility/RandomMobility";

// information needed for logging
protected final String trailer = "[" + NAME + "] ";
protected static Logger logger = 

Logger.getLogger("ch.ethz.tik.netsim.node.nodemobility");

// Parameter Keys
public static final String PARAM_MAX_DISTANCE 

= "maxDistance";
public static final String PARAM_MOVE_POSSIBILITY 

= "movePossibility";

// Parameters
private double maxDistance = 0;
private double movePossibility = 0;

// Fields for Implementation
private static Random randomNumberGenerator = 

new Random(System.currentTimeMillis());

/** 
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 * Only constructor.
 */
public RandomMobility(Parameters parameters, Node node) 

throws InvalidParameterKeyException, 
InvalidParameterValueException, 
IncompleteParametersException, Exception {

logger.fine(trailer + "Enter RandomMobility() Input:\n" 
+ trailer + TAB + "Node = " + node + "\n"
+ trailer + TAB + "Parameters = " + "\n"
+ parameters.printSubtree(trailer + TAB + TAB));

this.parameters = parameters;
this.node = node;
setParameter(parameters);

logger.fine(trailer + "Exit SimplePA() successfully\n");
}

/** 
 * Executes one step of movement. This is the worker method
 * of this WorkerModule.
 * <p>
 * @param the current realPosition of the calling Node
 * @return the new realPosition of the calling Node if there 
 * is one or null if the Node should remain in its current
 * position
 */
public Position execute(Position currentPosition) {

Position newPosition = null;
// log output
logger.fine(trailer + "Enter execute() Input:\n" 

+ trailer + TAB + currentPosition + "\n");

if (randomNumberGenerator.nextDouble() 
<= movePossibility) {
boolean validPosition = false;
while (!validPosition) {

newPosition = new Position(currentPosition);
double dx = 

((((randomNumberGenerator.nextDouble() 
* 2) - 1) 
* maxDistance) / Math.sqrt(2.0));

double dy = 
((((randomNumberGenerator.nextDouble() 

* 2) - 1) 
* maxDistance) / Math.sqrt(2.0));

newPosition.move(dx,dy);
if (node.getPlayground()

.getField()
.contains(newPosition)) {

validPosition = true;
}

}
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}

// log output
logger.fine(trailer + "Exit execute() Output:\n" 

+ trailer + TAB + newPosition + "\n");

return newPosition;
}

/** 
 * Gets the name of this WorkerModule, which is identical 
 * to the class name of this WorkerModule.
 * <p>
 */
public String getName() {

return NAME;
}

/** 
 * Gets the value of the parameter of this WorkerModule  
 * that belongs to the passed key.
 * <p>
 * @param key the key to the needed parameter
 * @return the value of the parameter of this WorkerModule   
 * that belongs to the passed key
 * @throws InvalidParameterKeyException if no key/value-pair 
 * exists to this key
 */
public String getParameter(String key) 

throws InvalidParameterKeyException {

if (key.equals(PARAM_MAX_DISTANCE)) {
return ConvUtil.double2str(maxDistance);

} else if (key.equals(PARAM_MOVE_POSSIBILITY)) {
return ConvUtil.double2str(movePossibility);

} else {
throw new InvalidParameterKeyException(key);

}
}

/** 
 * Sets the value of the parameter of this WorkerModule that  
 * belongs to the passed key.
 * <p>
 * The parameter gets changed for this WorkerModule but  
 * does not affect any Parameters object that was passed 
 * during construction of this WorkerModule or that was set 
 * using the setParameter(Parameters parameters) method.
 * <p>
 * @param key the key to the parameter to set
 * @param value the new value of the parameter to set
 * @throws InvalidParameterKeyException if no key/value-pair 
 * exists to this key
 * @throws InvalidParameterValueException if the value is 
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 * invalid for this key/value-pair
 */
public void setParameter(String key, String value) 

throws InvalidParameterKeyException, 
InvalidParameterValueException {

try {
if (key.equals(PARAM_MAX_DISTANCE)) {

maxDistance = ConvUtil.str2double(value);
} else if (key.equals(PARAM_MOVE_POSSIBILITY)) {

movePossibility = ConvUtil.str2double(value);
if ((movePossibility < 0) 

|| (movePossibility > 1)) {
throw 

new InvalidParameterValueException(value);
}

} else if (key.equals(AbstractWorkerModule
.PARAM_GUI_DESCRIPTION)) {

// do nothing; keep this if-statement!
} else {

throw new InvalidParameterKeyException(key);
}

} catch (NumberFormatException e) {
throw new InvalidParameterValueException(value);

}

logger.config(trailer + TAB + "set parameter " 
+ key + "=" + value + "\n");

}

/** 
 * Resets the internal state of this WorkerModule. This 
 * means that all internal data is deleted. Parameter 
 * settings are not affected by this method.
 * <p>
 */
public void resetState() {

// do nothing
}

/** 
 * The main method contains a test and an example how to 
 * use this class.
 * <p>
 */
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {

LogUtil.setupLogging();

System.out.println("Test RandomMobility");
System.out.println("-----------------------------------");
System.out.println("no test available");

}

/** 
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 * Returns the parameters path of this class inside the 
 * defaults parameters.
 * <p>
 * @return the parameters path of this class inside the 
 * defaults parameters
 */
protected String getDefaultParameterPath() {

return DEFAULT_PARAM_PATH;
}

/** 
 * Returns the log trailer of this class.
 * <p>
 * @return the log trailer of this class
 */
protected String getTrailer() {

return trailer;
}

/** 
 * Returns the logger of this class.
 * <p>
 * @return the logger of this class
 */
protected Logger getLogger() {

return logger;
}
}

F.5 Implementing new Util Modules

To implement util modules, the same steps need to be executed as for the implementa-

tion of worker modules.
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7NetSim API Documentation

A complete online-documentation of the NetSim API can be found on the attached

NetSim CD.
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8NetSim CD

The provided CD include the following files and applications:

• Semester Thesis of S. Tschumi

• Semester Thesis of E. Wandeler

• Presentation

• NetSim, the new developed Simultion Framework

• J2SDK1.4.0 for Windows and Linux

• Ant
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9Task Definition of this Thesis

9
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